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Baby City, South Africa’s leading baby hyper, 

has everything that you and your baby will ever  

need. An extensive range of quality branded  

baby products, all at everyday low pricing!  A  

super range, complemented by a caring team.

Sure to bring a sparkle to anybody’s eye!

Mom’s mouth, 
Dad’s nose
...and eyes that sparkle!
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Gauteng
Benmore 011 883 9574
Blackheath 011 476 9797
Craighall 011 442 2920/30
Fourways 011 465 0454
Woodmead 011 802 8290/1
Kensington   011  615 2304/22
Alberton        011 907 4906
Northgate      011 794 8560
East Rand     011 823 2356

Kwazulu-Natal
Springfield      031 263 0196
Umhlanga 031 566 1893/920
Westville 031 265 0135/6
PMB 033 342 8801/4
Hillcrest 031 765 4900/12/13
Free State   
Bloemfontein 051 430 2522/05
Limpopo
Polokwane 015 296 0710/2/4

West Rand   011 475 0751/2
Vanderbijlpark  016 985 1027/8/9
Mall@Carnival  011 915 0330/4/5
Pretoria 
Centurion   012 653 2361
Faerie Glen   012 991 2277
Zambezi   012 548 5065/2689
Mpumalanga 
Nelspruit   013 752 4360/1/2
North West 
Klerksdorp   018 462 0930/2/7

Western Cape
Cape Town 021 419 6040
Bellville   021 914 1444/5
Tokai 021 701 0804
Tableview  021 557 7532
Sable Square 021 528 7570/1 
Somerset West 021 851 2140 
Eastern Cape   
Port Elizabeth 041 368 3342
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Hillcrest now open!
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As the longer days and shorter 
nights of summer come to a 
close, the precious memories 
of wonderful family time lay the 
foundation for the year ahead. 

And with 2016 a� ording us an extra day this leap year, it’s time to make 
more cherished memories. This gives you the opportunity to turn the tables 
around and plan some unusual or new traditions this Valentine’s Day. And 
with an early Easter holiday on the horizon, it’s the perfect time to plan for 
more family bonding.

It’s now time to settle into the freshness of a new season. Most 
importantly it is time to re-establish the necessary daily routines and 
structure that allow our children to grow with con� dence and that gives 
you more co-operative children. Dr Laura Markham, on page 8, gives you all 
the know-how to support your e� orts.

The start of the new year also allows us the opportunity to renew our 
convictions for a healthier lifestyle for our families. With the rise of childhood 
obesity in South Africa, which you can read all about on page 10, it is 
important that we continue to practise healthy habits in both � tness and 
nutrition as we become parents. There is no need to put your child on a diet, 
but rather teach them to make healthier choices.

To all our expectant mums and dads, we have � lled our pregnancy 
section with wonderful information to ensure you are all ready to welcome 
your newborn into your home. We have great advice (on page 24) to help 
our new dads too, so that they can be on top form on the big day.

As much as we have the most pertinent information in each of our 
sections to help you through each stage of your child’s life, I must draw 
your attention to page 69 on standing united as mum and dad. Working 
together as a team and supporting each other’s decisions, even if it means 
agreeing to disagree, will ensure you get through the hurdles of parenting 
without tripping over, and your children will grow in leaps and bounds from 
the stability of consistent parenting.

Here’s to Happy Healthy Parenting!
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MamaMagic Milestones is the o�  cial in-store publication 
for the Baby City retail chain and is published by
Exposure Marketing.

PHYSICAL ADDRESS – Block 3, Fourways O�  ce Park,
Cnr Fourways Boulevard & Roos Street, Fourways
TEL – 011 465 8955
EMAIL – info@exposuremarketing.co.za 

© Exposure Marketing. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may 
be reproduced or adapted without prior written consent of Exposure 
Marketing. While all reasonable precautions are taken to ensure the content 
herein is accurate and balanced, the editor, proprietors and publishers 
cannot accept any responsibility for loss, damage or inconvenience that 
may arise from or in connection with the content of this magazine.
Exposure Marketing has the right to make alterations to any material 
submitted, and cannot be held responsible for the loss or damage of any 
material submitted to the publication. All prices quoted were correct at 
the time of going to press, and may vary from shop to shop.

MamaMagic Milestones Standard Competition Terms & Conditions
Eligibility: 1. Competition entries are open to South African residents 
only. Competitions are not open to employees of Exposure Marketing or 
Baby City, sponsors, their immediate families and agencies.
Cost: 2. Each SMS entry costs R1; free minutes do not apply. Readers may 
SMS an entry as many times as they wish.
Rules: 3. Prizes will be awarded to the � rst entries drawn at random and 
received before the competition closing date. The judge’s decision is � nal 
and no correspondence will be entered into.4. Winners will be noti� ed by 
telephone, email or post to arrange delivery of the prize. 5. Winners must 
be willing to be photographed for possible publication in the MamaMagic 
Milestones magazine or the MamaMagic website or social media
platforms, free of any fee. 6. All prize values are correct at the time of
going to print. Prizes are not transferable and cannot be exchanged for 
cash. 7. Prizes awarded are the responsibility of the competition sponsors. 
8. Prizes must be claimed within one year from date of issue they appear in 
and cannot be re-issued should they expire, or resent if they are returned. 
9. We reserve the right to forward contact details of entrants to the
competition sponsors. 10. All entrants agree to receive further
promotional material from Exposure Marketing and the competition 
sponsors. If you do not want to receive further communication please 
ensure that you unsubscribe to any email newsletters or SMS that you may 
receive. 11. Participation in this promotion constitutes acceptance of these 
rules. Any violation or attempt to violate any of the above rules will result 
in the immediate disquali� cation of the transgressors.
General: 12. Exposure Marketing, its employees, directors, representatives 
or agents will not be liable for any loss or damage incurred of whatsoever 
nature and however arising. 13. Exposure Marketing reserves the right to
terminate this competition immediately and without notice should
it be challenged, stopped or declared or become unlawful. 
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Comprehensive mother and 
baby services under one roof

 At Netcare Park Lane Hospital we will support you every step of your pregnancy 
and parenting journey with our comprehensive range of antenatal, maternity and 
postnatal mother and baby services.   

We offer:
• A fertility clinic 

• Foetal medicine

• Modern maternity, neonatal intensive care 
and paediatric units with advanced technology 
and staffed by skilled and dedicated nursing 
professionals.

• The services of gynaecologists, neonatologists, 
paediatricians and paediatric pulmonologists. 

• A Netcare Stork’s Nest mother and baby wellness 
clinic providing antenatal classes and postnatal 
services including baby milestone and wellness 
monitoring, immunisations and breastfeeding 
support.

Netcare VCD 7942 | 01.2016

Our hospital has been awarded baby friendly status by the Department of Health.

You’re in safe hands
 E-mail us at CustomerCareParkLane@netcare.co.zaFollow us on facebook

www.netcare.co.za 

Netcare Park Lane Hospital 
Cnr. Junction Ave and Park Lane, Parktown 2193
Tel: 011 480 4000 | Fax: 011 480 4078
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We would love to hear from you – so please connect with us via email or our social media pro� les. 

             Facebook:  MamaMagicSA               Twitter: @MamaMagicSA                Pinterest:   MamaMagicSA
Email:  milestones@mamamagic.co.za                Website:  www.mamamagic.co.za 

             Facebook:  

Share Your Stories!

Win a R500 Baby City 
Voucher
Email your letters to 
milestones@mamamagic.co.za. 
The winning letter will receive a prize.  
In this issue, 
Kharti Mudaly wins a 
R500 gift card with 
compliments from 
Baby City. 

www.babycity.co.za

                                                                                                                            
CONNECT WITH US!    

L E T T E R S

Patience Is All You Need
I am seven months pregnant with my � rst baby – what I call 
a miracle to � nally be a mom.

I’ve been patiently waiting for a baby for almost two 
years. I would go every month to Baby City at The Crescent 
with my sister-in-law, shopping for my two nephews, and I 
would go to the magazine rack and pick up the latest issue 
of Milestones. I love reading the amazing stories shared by 
others and the “Magic Moments” pictures. Tears just rolled 
down as I wished to have that someday. 

I’ve never been on contraception, never skipped my 
period and had never been to the doctor for a diagnosis for 
as to why I couldn’t conceive a baby. Maybe I didn’t want 
any disappointing news…

On 21 April 2015, one day before my husband’s birthday, 
I felt sick. Thinking it was the � u, I went to the local doctor 
who did a urine test followed by a scan, only to discover 
that I was six weeks pregnant. I was shocked, but ecstatic 
that this would be the best gift for my husband’s birthday. 
However, the doctor warned me that I’m underweight – 
36kg for a 24-year-old was not good.

I committed to reading about pregnancy and parenting, 
and was inspired to eat healthy for me and my baby, putting 
on 14kg since then and improving my BMI. 

Great thanks to those who put in the time and e� ort to 
compile and publish a magazine that doesn’t even cost its 
readers money.

Selina Kanniyappan
Tongaat, Durban

Brotherly Love From Above?
After being told initially I could never have kids due to 
extensive damage from stage four endometriosis and 
other factors, I fell pregnant with our son, Teagan. He was a 
miracle baby and we are so blessed to have him on board. 
We never thought we would have another child, especially 
after I was hospitalised for a burst ovarian cyst and being 
told I can’t have kids (again – lol). Now, near the end of this 
second pregnancy, we con� rmed we are having another 
boy. Teagan has been thrilled from day one, actually telling 
mom and dad there is a baba in my tummy when we 
didn’t quite know. Two years and two weeks apart from 
conception, we are awaiting the new arrival and although 
unplanned for both of them, we can’t help but feel it was 
all part of the master plan, as if the boys had arranged this 
in heaven before joining us on earth. Teagan has been a 
star big brother in the making and cannot wait to meet his 
baby brother. With every checkup and scan we have, he gets 
so excited. I just hope the new baby isn’t born on Teagan’s 
birthday, as he hasn’t mastered the art of sharing just yet! 
But whatever happens, it’s all in God’s hands. 

Val May� ower
Durban North, Durban

Don't Forget the Dads!
As a dad-to-be, I feel we are often 
lost and forgotten in the exciting 
journey of becoming a parent. 
Much of the focus is on the mum 
and rightly so. But it’s often 
di�  cult to keep up with the new 
terminology and o� er mum some 
constructive advice. Sometimes mum is looking for a second 
opinion in important decisions, and smiling and saying that 
things will be okay is not good enough. I was lucky enough 
to pick up a copy of Milestones. I started reading it during a 
rugby match on TV, believe or not. I can honestly say that 
the information and articles were a breath of fresh air. It was 
so simple to understand and gave me more insight into 
what to expect. The amazing thing is that the magazine 
is free and I would strongly recommend it to all the dads 
out there. They say knowledge is power and, thanks to 
Milestones, I feel empowered!

Mr Kharti Mudaly
Sundowner, Randburg
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www.meganhancockphotography.co.za
megan@meganhancockphotography.co.za

076 5131 596

Meet our cover star
Mila Julie Narainsamy is our precious little 

cover star for this issue.
Mila was born on 5 June 2015 at St Augustine Hospital in 
Durban, and the beautiful photos here were taken when 

she was seven days old.
She is the � rstborn of Prashanti and Ashley Narainsamy, 
who describe Mila as a happy baby who is full of laughs, 

and who loves to be out and about and meeting new 
people – preferably at the beach! She also loves chicken 

stew and butternut, and vanilla custard for dessert.

We asked our Facebook Fans: 
Which stage of your pregnancy 

was your favourite?

Nobuhle Mendy Ntuli 
“Months seven to nine, because when my 

baby moved I could see the movements as I 
looked at my stomach and they were strong. 

#BestMoments of pregnancy.”

Kaseema Harmen 
“Mine was in the second trimester, as I was almost 

done. It’s not easy now as the Braxton Hicks 
contractions are  heavy.”

Palesa Mita 
“When I found out I was carrying identical twin 

girls. That was at four months.”

Mish Pretorius 
“Seven months! Morning sickness was over and 

the rib/back pain hadn’t begun.”

Charlotte Moodley 
“I would say the � fth month. I never got to eight 

and nine months, as my madam was born at 
seven months.”

Rehana Rawat Cassim 
“Months eight and nine... I looked pregnant, I 

could feel baby all the time, I � nally had a cure for 
my horrible heartburn, I was on holiday, I had my 
babyshower, I was going to antenatal classes and 

my baby was almost here.  It was awesome!”

Cassandra Cave 
“Eight months. Little Lily was kicking all the time; 

I felt like I was walking on air every day.”

Mogaba Seko 
“Six to eight months. I could feel movements 

and the heartbeat. Blissful.”

Facebook Fans 
Have Their Say

Durban-based photographer, 
Megan Hancock, specialises 

in creative and contemporary 
maternity, newborn, child and 

family photography. Megan has 
received international training 
in newborn photography and, 
along with her physiotherapy 

background, she has a huge 
amount of knowledge and 

experience in posing and 
photographing newborns. She has won several awards, and 

has an undeniable passion for capturing timeless images that 
tug at your heart and bring a smile to your face.



Win Win Win

SMS 32015
To stand a chance to win one of these prizes, SMS the prize code (e.g. ENTER 
CABOODLE) with your full name, postal address and email address to 32015. 
Each SMS is charged at R1.  Free minutes do not apply.  Competition closes on Saturday, 
30 April 2016.  Winners will be noti� ed within three weeks.  
Standard Competition Terms and Conditions apply – see page 2.

Winning is easy with Milestones; simply enter by sending an SMS 
for your prize of choice, and your name could be picked in our lucky draw.

G I V E A W AY S

SMS Code: ENTER BABYGYMSMS Code: ENTER BABYJOY

SMS Code: ENTER BOPPY

BabaGim & Mind Moves Opskerpers

geskryf deur   Melodie de Jager

MYLPALE
breinontwikkeling

en leer

Win a Caboodle Fun & Funky Designer Bag to the 
value of R600
Outings will never be the same with this stylish, new design 
Caboodle Fun & Funky Bag!  It has adjustable shoulder straps that 
can be worn or hung on your stroller, a sealable transparent handy 
bag, and plenty of pockets – including mom’s very own personal 
pocket. Plus it has a large changing mat and insulated bottle pouch. 
It’s suitable for moms with 
multiples and for doubling up as 
an overnight bag.

Stocked at Baby City.

For more information, visit
www.sp-africa.com.

SMS Code: ENTER CABOODLE

Win 1 of 3 copies of ‘Brain Development 
MILESTONES And Learning’ valued 
at R273.60 each
“Every parent should make a ‘development date’ with this book 
and read it from cover to cover. Your child’s brain grows at an 
amazing rate – from conception to many years after birth. You 
as a parent will gain insight into developmental problems, 
which will enable you to spot them, deal with them accordingly, 
and most importantly, prevent them.” – Tine Otte (Childbirth 
Educator, R.N. R.M.ICCE)

Available in English and Afrikaans 
– on your entry, please state your 
language preference.

For more information you can go 
to www.babygym.co.za.

Win a Boppy Pillow by Chicco, valued at R699.99
The Boppy Pillow is the � rst nest-shaped pillow, shaped like a 
hug. It is a simple, user-friendly product that can be used in a 
variety of ways to help mothers and babies during feeding, 
and throughout the important 
initial development phase. Using 
a Boppy Pillow when feeding 
eliminates stress for both 
mother and baby. 
 
Visit www.chicco.co.za 
for more on the 
Boppy Pillow.

Win 1 of 3 BabyJoy Diaper Hampers 
to the value of R199.99 each
Now in South Africa: Japan’s No. 1 Baby Diaper!  Changing has never 
been easier.  BabyJoy pants are ultra dry, easy to wear, easy to change, 
have a 360° stretchy waistband, plus they are absorbent for up to 12 
hours. Diapers are available in four sizes (Size 3: 7 – 12kg; Size 4: 9 – 
14kg; Size 5: 12 – 17kg and Size 6: 15 – 25kg).

On your entry, please state which size diapers you will need for 
your baby, should you be chosen as 
a winner.

Stocked at Baby City. 

For more information, visit
www.babyjoyclub.com.

  Melodie de Jager

MYLPALE
breinontwikkelingbreinontwikkeling

BabyGym & Mind Moves Brainboosters

written by   Melodie de Jager

MILESTONES 
brain development 

and learning
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Constant change while 
growing up
The very definition of growing up is that 
children’s own bodies change on them 
constantly. Babies and toddlers give up 
pacifiers, bottles, breasts, cribs, and their 
standing as the baby of the house. New 
teachers and classmates come and go 
every year. They tackle and learn new 
skills and information at an astonishing 
pace; from reading and crossing the 
street to soccer and riding a bike. Few 
children live in the same house during 
their entire childhood; most move several 
times, often to new cities and certainly 
to new neighbourhoods and schools. 
And few of these changes are within the 
child’s control.

Predictable vs 
unpredictable change
Children, like the rest of us, handle 
change best if it is expected and occurs 
in the context of a familiar routine. A 
predictable routine allows children to feel 
safe, and to develop a sense of mastery 

in handling their lives. As this sense of 
mastery is strengthened, they can tackle 
larger changes: walking to school by 
themselves, paying for a purchase at the 
shops, or going on a school camp.

Unpredictable changes – Mom called 
away on an unexpected business trip, 
a best friend moving, or more drastic: 
parents divorcing or a grandparent dying 
– erode this sense of safety and mastery 
and leave the child feeling anxious and 
less able to cope with the vicissitudes 
of life. Of course, many changes can’t be 
avoided, but that’s why we offer children 
a predictable routine as a foundation in 
their lives – so they can rise to the occasion 
to handle big changes when they need to.

While helping children feel safe and 
ready to take on new challenges and 
developmental tasks would be reason 
enough to offer them structure, it has 
another important developmental role 
as well: structure and routines teach kids 
how to constructively control themselves 
and their environments.

The side-effects of structure
Kids who come from chaotic homes 
where belongings aren’t put away, never 
learn that life can run more smoothly if 
things are better organised. In homes 
where there is no set time or space to 
do homework, kids never learn how to 
sit themselves down to accomplish an 
unpleasant or mandatory task. Kids who 
don’t develop basic self-care routines, 
from grooming to food, may find it hard 
to take care of themselves as young 
adults. Structure allows us to internalise 
constructive habits.

Won’t too much structure dull our 
sense of spontaneity and creativity? Sure, 
if it’s imposed without sensitivity. There 

Why Kids Need 

Clinical psychologist Dr Laura Markham 
explains how children deal with change 
and how routines and structure can 
have far-reaching positive effects in 
their lives. 

Routines & 

I N  T H E  S P O T L I G H T

Kids need routines 
and structure because 
routines give them a 
sense of security and 

help them develop 
self-discipline.

Kids need routines and structure because routines give them a sense of security and help them develop self-discipline. Humans 
are afraid of many things, but “the unknown” edges out everything except death and public speaking for most people. Children’s 
fear of the unknown includes everything from a suspicious new vegetable to a major change in their life. Unfortunately, children 
are confronted with change daily, which is a growth opportunity, but which is also stressful.

Structure



are times when rules are made to be broken, like 
staying up late to see an eclipse, or leaving the 
dinner dishes in the sink to play charades. But 
even the most creative artists start by mastering 
the conventions of the past, and find the pinnacle 
of their expression in working within the confines 
of specific rules.

There’s no reason structure has to be 
oppressive. Think of it as your friend, offering the 
little routines and traditions that make life both 
easier and cosier. Not only will your kids soak 
up the security, they’ll internalise the ability to 
structure their own lives.

What about infants and routines?
Should infants be put on routines as early as 
possible? NO! Infants tell us what they need. We 
feed them when they’re hungry, change them 
when they’re wet. Over time, they learn the first 
step of a routine: we sleep at night. But forcing 
your infant to accommodate to your routine is 
not responsive to her needs. She is not capable 
of adapting to yours yet. If her needs aren’t met, 
she will simply feel as if the world is a place where 
her needs don’t get met, so she has to resort to 
drama to try to meet them.

As your infant moves into babyhood, she 
will establish her own routine, settling into a 
schedule of sorts. Most babies settle into a fairly 
predictable pattern. We can help them with 
this by structuring our day around their needs 
– so, for instance, we make sure conditions are 
appropriate for her nap at the time she usually 
sleeps. Gradually, over time, we can respond to 
her natural schedule of eating and sleeping by 
developing a routine that works for her and for 
the whole family.

Seven benefits of using 
routines with your kids
1. Routines eliminate 
power struggles
Routines eliminate power struggles because you 
aren’t bossing your child around. This activity 
(brushing teeth, napping, turning off the TV to 
come to dinner) is just accepted as what we do at 
this time of day. The parent stops being the bad 
guy, and nagging is greatly reduced.

2. Routines help kids cooperate
Routines help kids cooperate by reducing stress 
and anxiety for everyone. We all know what 
comes next, we get fair warning for transitions, 
and no one feels pushed around or like parents 
are being arbitrary.

3. Routines help kids learn to take 
charge of their own activities
Over time, kids learn to brush their teeth, pack 
their backpacks, etc., without constant reminders. 
Kids love being in charge of themselves and this 
feeling increases their sense of mastery and 
competence. Kids who feel more independent 
and in charge of themselves have less need to 
rebel and be contrary.

4. Kids learn the concept of “looking 
forward” to things they enjoy
Looking forward to things they enjoy 
is an important part of making a happy 
accommodation with the demands of a schedule. 
She may want to go to the playground now, but 
she can learn that we always go to the playground 
in the afternoon, and she can look forward to it 
then.

5. Regular routines help kids 
get on a schedule
Having a predictable schedule also helps kids to 
fall asleep more easily at night.

6. Routines help parents build in 
those precious connection moments
We all know that we need to connect with our 
children every day, but when our focus is on 
moving kids through the schedule to get them to 
bed, we miss out on opportunities to connect. If 
we build little connection rituals into our routine, 
they become good habits. Try a snuggle with each 
child when you first see them in the morning, or a 
“recognition” ritual when you’re first reunited:

“I see you with those beautiful brown eyes 
that I love so much!” or a naming ritual as you 
dry her after the bath: “Let’s dry your toes... your 
calf... your knee... your thigh... your bottom... 
your belly...” Rituals like these slow you down 
so that you can connect on a visceral level with 
your child, and if you do them as just “part of the 
routine”, they build security as well as connection 
and cooperation.

7. Schedules help parents maintain 
consistency in expectations
If everything is a fight, parents lose their patience 
and end up settling: more TV, skip brushing 
teeth for tonight, etc. With a routine, parents are 
more likely to stick to healthy expectations for 
everyone in the family, because that’s just the 
way we do things in our household. The result: a 
family with healthy habits, where everything runs 
more smoothly!
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Better economics, 
more food
There are a number of reasons that child 
obesity is prevalent in South Africa. As 
highlighted by dietitian, Megan Pentz-
Kluyts, obesity is no longer an epidemic 
restricted to the wealthy. “Families 
climbing up the economic ladder had 
a negative impact on their children’s 
body composition, as there are children 
living and going to school in poorer 
areas that were healthier than those 
living and studying in wealthier areas.” 
In other words, an increase in finances 
meant people could buy more food, but 
they have not always been buying the 
healthier food options. 

Parents be warned: many children 
cannot self-regulate their food intake 
because they, like us, are being forced 
to finish the food on their plates. 
www.kidshealth.org emphasises that 
parents should not maintain a “clean 
plate policy”. Be aware of your children’s 
cues and rather reinforce the idea that 
your children should only eat enough 
to satisfy them and should only eat 
when they are hungry. Pentz-Kluyts 
also highlights that as our society has 
become massively westernised, so too 
has the average South African’s diet, 
which could also be one of the main 
causes of childhood obesity.   

Sweets as rewards
Pentz-Kluyts explains, “In South Africa, 
greater westernisation, urbanisation and 
more sedentary lifestyles may also be 
some of the main causes of childhood 
obesity.” As much as we would like 
to blame external factors, parents 
need to step up to the plate and take 
responsibility for their role in creating 
the far-reaching, unhealthy relationships 
that children have with food. Parents are 
often guilty of implementing a reward 
system using food.

Pentz-Kluyts says that “research 
shows that using food as reward for good 
behaviour increased preschool-age 
children’s preferences for those foods, 
and because sweet, palatable foods are 
often used as rewards, this practice can 
have the unintended consequence of 
promoting children’s preferences for 
energy-dense palatable foods that are 
often unhealthy.” Furthering her point, 
www.mayoclinic.com also warns parents 
against using “sweet treat food” as a 
reward for eating “healthy food options.”  
Similarly, what we feed our children is 
significant in helping them develop a 
healthy palate.

Make healthy 
convenience choices
In a world where our time is becoming 
more valuable, the consumption of 
convenience foods is on the rise. “One of 
the factors that could significantly affect 
children’s energy intake is the increasing 
availability of energy-dense, high-
energy foods, snacks and drinks in school 
tuckshops. Working mothers or single-
parent families may also increase the 
demand for take-away foods or increase 
the frequency of eating out and cause 
reliance on pre-prepared foods,” explains 
Pentz-Kluyts. It’s a known fact that sugar 
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Healthy Meal 
and Snack ideas

Fresh fruit/fruit kebabs
Yoghurt – full cream 
and unsweetened
Dried fruit options (with no 
added sugar, check the label)
Low-GI muffins and 
peanut butter
Cheese and veggie kebabs
Vegetable sticks with a 
healthy dip, e.g. hummus 
or tzatziki  
 Egg muffins (egg with 
chopped veggies and a bit 
of cheese)
Spaghetti bolognaise (with 
tomato-based sauce and 
lean mince)
Chicken stir fry (with 
vegetables and legumes)
Wrap or pita bread filled 
with vegetables, lean 
chicken or tuna or chickpeas 
or chopped boiled egg, and 
hummus or cottage cheese

An alarming trend is on a steady rise in South Africa – that of child obesity. This is more than 
mere “baby fat”. Reports highlight that this trend is prevalent in developing countries, but the 
good news is that there is something we can do about it. Kim Jansen speaks to Cape Town-
based dietitian, Megan Pentz-Kluyts, to find out why this trend is on the rise, how to identify 
it in children, and what parents can do about it.

Children learn 
about food through 

the direct experience 
of eating and by 

observing the 
eating behaviour 

of others.

     Be aware of your 
children’s cues and 
rather reinforce the 

idea that your children 
should only eat enough 
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should only eat when 

they are hungry.



         As our society has    
 become massively 
westernised, so too 

has the average South 
African’s diet, which 
could also be one of 
the main causes of 
childhood obesity.

can be addictive, so if the sugar-loaded 
or processed carbohydrate convenience 
foods are out, what options do parents 
have? There are plenty of healthy snack 
options, such as those suggested by 
Pentz-Kluyts on the previous page.

“Snacks are a good idea, as long as 
they are healthy options that off er both 
enjoyment and nutritional value, but 
portion size does need to be controlled. 
The general rule of thumb is that smaller 
children require smaller portions.”

Be a good food 
role model
Parents, your children will learn what to 
eat from you. “Children learn by example, 
so start in the home,” encourages Pentz-
Kluyts. “Studies show that children learn 
about food through the direct experience 
of eating and by observing the eating 
behaviour of others. To improve this 
behaviour, have healthier food and snack 
options available in the home and off er 
these to your child.” Preparation is the 
key to eating well. If you prepare these 
healthier options, they will become your 
“convenience” food when you have them 
ready at your fi ngertips. The question now 
is why are parents not taking action and 
changing what they feed their children?

You don’t know what 
you don’t know
www.theguardian.com explains that 
parents do what they believe is best 
within their own limitations for their 
children. Parents largely don’t know 
that the majority of the foods they feed 
their children are putting them at a 
disadvantage for the future. It’s not easy 
to admit or recognise that your child is 
obese. So often we feed our children what 
we were fed and we say to ourselves, “I 
turned out alright.” 

   

The truth is that these convenience 
foods and sweets have evolved with 
more chemicals and added sugar 
than before. A study released on 
www.washingtonpost.com revealed that 
95% of parents believed that their children 

looked “just right” despite their children 
actually being medically classifi ed 

as overweight. The study further 
revealed that perceptions of 

weight ideals for children have 
changed. They can’t tell 

what a healthy weight 
looks like and no 
one is helping 
them in this 
regard. The study 
goes on to explain 
that if most 
children around 
your child are 

overweight, you will think your child 
is normal. It’s a horrifying cycle so how 
can parents tell if their children actually
are overweight?

Find out your child’s 
BMI and other 
health indicators
A calculation called the Body Mass 
Index (BMI) is used to identify whether 
your child’s weight is in fact normal, 
underweight or overweight. The 
calculation can be tricky on its own, so 
be advised to take your child to your 
paediatrician, general practitioner or 
registered dietitian and ask them to not 
only calculate your child’s BMI, but to tell 
you what it means so that you know what 
changes to implement. 

That Sugar Film sums it up well: 
“Something has gone horribly wrong 
when we start seeing escalating numbers 
of obese infants and toddlers. What will it 
take to say enough is enough? Education 
is urgently required.” 

Parents, it’s up to us, our education 
system and child caregivers to get it right. 
If they can’t get it right outside the home, 
you still have the greatest infl uence and 
you can give your children a better start 
to life through helping them acquire 
a taste for healthy foods. Nutritionist 
Nicole Henderson says it best: “The early 
years are when you give your child the 
foundation for establishing a proper diet. 
If kids learn about the importance of 
eating healthy early in their lives, they will 
not have to relearn as an adult.”

F A M I LY
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M A G I C  M O M E N T S

Here are our favourite MamaMagicSA Facebook fans’ photos of their beautiful summer bumps.

If you’d like to enter our next Magic Moments competition, “like” our MamaMagicSA         page to be noti� ed of the details.  All featured 
photos receive two complimentary tickets to MamaMagic, The Baby Expo, and the winning photo also receives a R250 Baby City voucher. 

Daphnee Chetty

Lettie Cindi

Gerda Prinsloo
Maxeen Veldman

R E A D E R ’ S  P I C S  -  Summer Bumps



14 Weeks
What’s happening to baby?

Baby is the size of a lemon.
Baby is now able to pass urine and is actually urinating into the amniotic fl uid.
Baby’s genitals are formed and, should you wish to know whether to paint the room 
pink or blue, now will be the time that your sonographer can start identifying the 
little sprog’s gender.
Baby’s thyroid is starting to produce hormones.

16 Weeks
What’s happening to baby?

Baby is now the size of an avocado.
Lunago, the fi ne hair that covers baby up until a couple of weeks before birth, will 
start appearing on his skin.
Baby’s bones are hardening and will continue to do so until birth.
The ears have moved from the neck to the side of the head where they should be.
Baby’s facial muscles are starting to move, resulting in some rather uncoordinated 
facial expressions.

By Natalie Nelson
14 –18 Weeks

Pregnancy
Milestones:

Congratulations on making it through the � rst trimester and welcome to what’s 
known as the ‘honeymoon phase’ of your pregnancy.  The second trimester, though 
� lled with various changes, is a time of increased energy, feeling relatively normal and 
a very special time to re� ect on things to come.  Let’s take a look at what’s happening 
to baby, mom and dad.

>> 
>> 
>> 

>> 
  

What’s happening to mom?
Nausea should begin to subside and there should be fewer trips to the loo. Your 
energy levels should start increasing and that bone tired feeling will soon dissipate.
There is an increased possibility of constipation due to the fl uctuation of pregnancy 
hormones.  Remember to keep your fl uid intake up and make sure you are eating a 
suffi  cient amount of fi bre.
Food cravings and aversions may also start making their appearance now.  

What’s happening to dad?
Your partner may still be battling to comprehend the fact that there is another little 
human on its way.  Remember that although he has seen you going through the 
fi rst trimester ups and downs, there is still no physical evidence for him of the 
impending change.
He may be questioning a lot of life questions like “Will I make a good dad?”, “Will I be 
able to provide for my family?”, and “What if things don’t go according to plan?”  Take 
time to connect with him and share your concerns (and reassurances) too.
He may need to prepare himself for late night trips to the nearest garage to fi nd the 
answer to his pregnant wife’s irrational craving.  A sense of humour will go a long way!
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14 –18 Weeks

18 Weeks
What’s happening to baby?

Baby is now the size of a sweet potato.
Physical growth is slowing down, but reflexes are developing 
rapidly; baby can yawn, stretch, and make facial expressions.
Baby’s bones in the inner ear have formed and the nerve 
connections between the brain and ear are present. This means 
that baby can hear your heartbeat and the whooshing of the 
blood through the umbilical cord, amongst other sounds.
Taste buds are beginning to develop and the pads of the 
fingers and feet are starting to appear.

What’s happening to mom?
Your uterus will be popping up over your pubic bone and you 
may begin to show a little. This is more common for second-
time moms as the supporting ligaments may be more relaxed 
from previous pregnancies.
You may also experience baby’s movement, especially if you 
are a second-time mom. The feeling – known as ‘quickening’ 
– often feels like bubbles and can be confused with rumbly 
tummy sensations. First-time moms, don’t worry, the feelings 
will soon become definite.
Altered levels of hormones may result in nasal congestion, 
nose bleeds and bleeding gums. This is because of the effect 
hormones have on mucous membranes, increased blood 
volume and the softening of tissue.

What’s happening to dad?
Your increased levels of energy may result in more intimate 
moments for you as a couple.  This time of reconnection can be 
very special for you both, but keep the communication lines 
open.  Men may have concerns about venturing ‘down there’!

What’s happening to mom?
Your uterus is now the size of a small melon and is positioned 
just below your belly button.
With the extra blood volume and the extra work needed to 
nourish your growing babe, you may experience dizziness, 
light-headedness or even fainting, particularly when you get 
up from lying down or sitting. Get up slowly and let your body 
adjust accordingly.
Between now and 20 weeks you will be feeling baby move, 
and you may even be able to tell when he has hiccups!

What’s happening to dad?
With the emergence of a baby bump, dad will have a definite 
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14 –18 Weeks
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P R E G N A N C Y

Pregnancy 
By Mokotse Legodi

Every so often, we hear of interesting 
new practices and trends that parents 
and parents-to-be are trying out. 
Some of them are technologically 
advanced, and some are downright 
bizarre. We’ve compiled this list of 
interesting and thought-provoking 
current pregnancy trends.

Trends

Go online for antenatal education
 If, for whatever reason, you’re having trouble registering 
for and getting to an antenatal class, the good news is 
that there are a number of convenient options available 
for house-bound or time-constrained moms and dads. 
Simply connect to the internet and fi nd an online 
antenatal class. A simple Google search yields a plethora 
of options – both free and paid-for online courses with 
diff erent timeframes and requirements. 

Online antenatal courses are usually supported 
by an expert with experience in antenatal care, and 
courses are presented in printable content as well as in 
videos, which you can access and work through from 
the comfort of your own home. To fi nd out more about 
online antenatal classes, head to Google and search for 
more information. In South Africa, a good example of 
an online antenatal course is “Just Engage”. You can fi nd 
their Facebook page at www.facebook.com/justengage 
or visit their website at www.just-engage.com.

Eating the placenta. Would you?
The placenta is the fl at circular organ that shares the uterus with 
eutherian mammal foetuses, providing in-utero babies with 
nourishment via the umbilical cord, as well as eliminating the baby’s 
waste. Consuming the placenta has, historically, been part of some 
eastern cultures, but only made its way into western culture in the 
1970s. More recently, alternative and natural health proponents 
have begun to encourage placentophagy (eating the placenta), 
claiming numerous health benefi ts.

Some of those claims include faster post-birth healing, improved 
energy levels, boosted milk production, and keeping post-partum 
depression at bay. While these claims are worthy of investigation, 
there’s no scientifi c research to support them. Many new moms 
(and some celebrity moms) claim anecdotal evidence of these 
health benefi ts, but little consideration is given to the potential risks, 
especially since one of the placenta’s functions is to eliminate waste. 
If you are interested in the claimed health benefi ts of consuming 
your placenta post-birth, speak to your healthcare professional and 
get a second opinion.
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“My name is Filter!”
After a BabyCenter.com survey of 
more than 340,000 new baby names in 
2015, a strange trend was discovered – 
millennial mothers have been fi nding 
baby-naming inspiration in Instagram 
fi lter names. Most notably, Lux, Ludwig, 
Sophia, Sierra, Amaro, Reyes, Hudson, 
Willow, Valencia, and Aden have 
become popular baby name choices 
for 21st century moms. While we may 
not really understand this trend, some 
of the names are pretty quirky, but for 
goodness sake, please don’t go naming 
your kid Lo-Fi, Earlybird or Inkwell. 

Breastmilk jewellery
In a rather sentimental trend, breastmilk jewellery is 
becoming popular amongst mothers who want a keepsake 
from their time spent breastfeeding their children. So how 
is breastmilk fashioned into jewellery? Breastmilk jewellery 
makers like Vickie Krevatin of Mom’s Own Milk puts the 
breastmilk through a process to solidify and shape it, then 
sets the tiny moulds in resin and attaches it to jewellery like 
pendants, rings and earrings. Internet craft retailer, Etsy, has 
since banned breastmilk jewellery, classifying it as ‘human 
remains’, which are illegal to sell. Mothers have given it mixed 
reviews as well. 

“Millennial mothers have been fi nding baby-naming inspiration in 
Instagram fi lter names. Most notably, Lux, Ludwig, Sophia, Sierra, 
Amaro, Reyes, Hudson, Willow, Valencia, and Aden have become 

popular baby name choices for 21st century moms.”
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Hypnobirthing 
According to Theoni Papoutsis, certified hypnobirthing expert from Conscious Birthing in 
Johannesburg, with over 20 years’ experience, the technique of hypnobirthing is a philosophy 
based on deep relaxation during childbirth. Fear relief is a big part of hypnobirthing. Mothers, 
together with their partners, are taught how to stay in a relaxed space with lots of breathing and 
visualisation techniques. 

She says, “We help moms to get rid of the adrenaline hormone because we want the 
endorphins, the ‘feel-good’ hormones, to assist them to get into a good space mentally, through 
self-hypnosis.”

Hypnobirthing not only teaches moms how to trust their body’s intelligence, but also helps 
them to have a calmer, more relaxed birth, which is ultimately good for them and their babies. 
And families can now resort to hypnosis to help decrease pain and limit – if not completely 
eliminate – the need for medication while giving birth.

Birth Photography 
So, have you set the date with your photographer for your baby’s birth? Many new parents 
have decided that it would be a remarkable experience to capture their most painful and 
glorious days at the hospital. Proponents of birth photography say that their photos and video 
material captured during the birth of their babies will be kept as a very special part of their 
family memorabilia. And since many hospitals don’t allow photographers into the birthing 
room, couples are even going as far as booking photography-friendly hospitals as part of their 
requirements for when baby is born. 

“Since many 
hospitals don’t allow 

photographers into the 
birthing room, couples 
are even going as far as 
booking photography-

friendly hospitals.”
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Tweeting to you live from the 
delivery room…
Have you heard of couples planning to 
broadcast their baby’s delivery via live 
tweeting – from the start of the labour, right 
until the very last sigh of relief after the birth?

That’s right, it’s becoming a thing for 
couples to put their best fingers forward 
in less than 140 characters and tweet live 
updates of their experience while delivering. 
What’s more, the tweeting duties are 
swapped between both the mom and dad 
for a more personal approach as the birth 
event progresses. 

Belly binding or postpartum 
corsets, anyone?
Many new moms find themselves fighting the effects 
of a bulging belly, post-baby, and as a result, moms are 
wrapping their tummies with corsets, waist trainers, 
and belly belts. Moms start using these methods 
to restrain their stomachs after as little as a week 
post-delivery.

And although this may seem like a credible solution 
to getting your body muscles in shape, there is no 
medical or scientific evidence that supports the use of 
these accessories as more than an “aesthetic recovery”. 
The healthiest method would be to eat healthily and 
exercise regularly and give yourself time to get back 
into shape.

“And although this may seem like a credible solution to getting your body 
muscles in shape, there is no medical or scientific evidence that supports the use 

of these accessories as more than an ‘aesthetic recovery’.”



My Pregnancy Diary
By Kim Jansen

The 
2nd 

Trimester

Dear MamaMagic Milestones,
I’m now into my second trimester and it is a utopian experience 
compared to my � rst trimester. I have more energy, and the 
morning sickness and persistent metallic taste in my mouth are 
a thing of the past.

Picking up where we left o�  last time, we had just been to our 
� rst scan. It turns out I was a bit further along when we went for 
the second scan (I was already almost 16 weeks pregnant) so we 
missed the 12 foetal abnormalities scan. Fortunately the blood 
tests revealed good news: little one appears to be growing 
well... and so am I. My darling gynae saw it � t to put me on a 
high protein diet in an attempt to curb the water retention. It 
appears to be working because I’m retaining far less water and 
my feet don’t look as though they belong to the Michelin Man. 
Admittedly, I do look at bread and potatoes with longing as I 
walk through the supermarket aisles! 

Before I forget, we found out the gender at our 19-week scan. 
It’s another 50 shades of pink. We’re having another little girl, 
which we’re beyond thrilled about! We were both just at the 
point where we were happy with either a little boy or girl, but 
deep down I relished the thought of another little princess. I 
guess Keziah was spot on from the outset. On a few occasions 
she would say, and I quote, “Mommy and Daddy, it’s a sister 
‘cos I don’t like brothers.” And her wish for a sister was granted. 
I would love for my wish to be granted – I wish I never have to 
go through “preggy brain” again. Be warned, it’s a real problem!

I’m so aware of being forgetful and yet it appears that the 
more I try to remedy the situation, the more skatter-brained I 
become. You might think this is funny, but I certainly don’t... I 
don’t feel like me in the least. I can’t juggle nearly as much 
as I used to. I forget things I wouldn’t normally forget. On a 
more serious note though, I feel as though I’m not operating

optimally and this is mentally and emotionally tough. I think I 
need to implement serial list-making and perhaps chant “I have 
an excellent memory!” mantras to help me. That and running 
after a toddler makes pregnancy the second time around both 
easier and harder, in my opinion.

It’s easier, as I know what to expect and how my body is 
changing, but I never had a toddler to run after the � rst time 
around. Luckily Keziah is quite independent and already 
understands that I can’t pick her up as much and she is now 
helping me out. However, she is also starting to pretend that 
she’s the baby and occasionally crawls around the house 
(preparing herself, I think). 

Having said that, I experienced two very beautiful moments 
on the same day. I was working and suddenly felt “� utters” that 
were stronger than before and I enjoyed that � rst moment 
of truly connecting with my new little girl and realising I was 
growing a person inside who would soon be in this world. On 
the same evening, after I hopped (or more accurately, shu�  ed) 
out of the shower, I tucked Keziah in bed, who promptly sat up 
to kiss my tummy and tell her sister she loves her. As you can 
well imagine, I spent most of my day teary-eyed… but the good 
kind of course. 

Love Kim

About Kim
Kim is an MC (you might have seen her at the Milestones 
Experts Lounge), Copywriter, Television Presenter, Voice 
Over Artist, Entertainment Business Owner, proud wife and 
mom, lover of reading and dance, as well as an unashamed 
Sorbet addict.

“Admittedly, I do look at bread and 
potatoes with longing as I walk through the 

supermarket aisles!”

“I tucked Keziah in bed, and she promptly 
sat up to kiss my tummy and tell her sister 

she loves her.”

P R E G N A N C Y

The fi rst hug your baby f � ls is from you. 

ThThT eheh firfirfi srsr tsts huhuh gugu yoyoy uouo ruru babab baba ybyb
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SoftAbsorb™ technology 
With its new SoftAbsorb™ nappy liner 
technology, Huggies® absorbs new baby’s 
runny poo in seconds, and also gently 
protects baby with its cushiony softness 
and special umbilical cord cutout.
®Registered Trademark Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. © 2015 KCWW.
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It’s a somewhat chilly Friday 
morning in the middle of July, 
10 years ago. Not that I’m quite aware 
of my surroundings because I’m 
lying in a birthing bath wondering 
how much longer I can endure this 
thing called labour. As a particularly 
nasty contraction passes over me, I 
gingerly open my eyes to look up at 

my darling husband who is holding 
my hand, with tears streaming 
down his face. I can remember 
that moment as though it were 
yesterday. It is imprinted deeply 
within my heart. But why, you might 
ask? Because he was there with me. 
Not merely present, but WITH me. 
He may not have been physically 

birthing our child, but he was 
present and engaged. And it made 
the world of di� erence to me.

Dear Dads…
As this exciting journey of roughly
40 weeks comes to an end, and the 
next phase of your life is about to 
begin, you may be asking yourself 

Natalie Nelson provides some informative tips on dad’s important role while mom is 
bringing baby into the world.

DURING LABOUR
Your Role as Dad

P R E G N A N C Y

Ask your wife what she would like from you, but if this is your fi rst baby, don’t be 
surprised if she can’t answer that. Remember, she’s never been through this either!



what your role is on D Day (Delivery Day). 
Where do you fit into the whole event? 
Will you be any use or will you just be in 
the way? How can you help your partner 
through the whole experience? It is good 
to ask yourself these questions because 
being mentally prepared is the first step 
to being the best support your wife could 
ever have.

The only way to know 
what to do
Sit with your wife and even your caregiver, 
and discuss how you can be involved and 
what your role is. Ask your wife what she 
would like from you, but if this is your 
first baby, don’t be surprised if she can’t 
answer that. Remember, she’s never been 
through this either! Work on a cheat sheet. 
Use these scenarios to get you started:

If I am in pain...
If I am stressed/anxious/fearful...
When contractions start...
When we get to the hospital...
When the pushing stage starts...
If I am warm or hot...
Do these regularly...
If I am tired or exhausted...
When baby is out...

Tips from dads who have 
been there
“Do not argue with a woman in labour. No 
matter what was decided before labour, 
everything can change as she sees fit… 

and that’s okay. Remember these life-
saving phrases: ‘You’re doing great, babe!’ 
and ‘Yes dear!’” – Moses, dad of 3
“Don’t offer advice… at all. Just be there 
for her. Rub her back. Hold her. Stroke 
her forehead. Encourage her. Get her 
whatever she might need. Respect her 
space. But don’t offer advice, trust me!” – 
Craig, dad of 2

Tips for dads from a doula
Early labour is a time to distract her, 
as this first stage of labour can take 
many hours.
Encourage her to nap as much as 
she can.
Take responsibility for arranging 
what needs to be done such as pet 
care, child care, phone calls that 
need to be made, etc.
Ask your primary caregiver for tips 
and techniques on how to support 
your wife during a contraction.
Love her as if you were alone. Kiss 
her, touch her, massage her, connect 
with her.
Laughter is really good for her.  It 
reduces anxiety. Try stay away from 
anything that will stress her out or 
make her adrenaline kick in.
Remind her to hydrate frequently.  
Encourage her to allow her body 
to go limp and loose between 
the contractions.
If she begins to panic, synchronise 
her breathing with yours. Look her 
in the eyes and tell her to breathe 
with you.
Help her to stay active. Changing 
positions is key to labour.
Don’t ask her any questions during a 
contraction. Only encourage her.
During transition phase, when her 

cervix goes from 8cm – 10cm, keep 
doing what was working before. 
This phase is faster than the first 
phase and can be quite intense and 
daunting for both of you.
Once she is pushing, get close to 
her. She can go into another head 
space or an altered state altogether. 
She needs you near to her, to 
encourage her and support her.
The best thing that you can do 
for your wife is to be present. Stay 
away from your phone or the TV. 
Watch her and respond to what you 
believe she may need.
If you feel like you’re going to freak 
out, you have two options: simply 
don’t, or get a doula or someone 
else to step in for you while you 
gather yourself. Whatever happens, 
do not let your wife be abandoned.
If you do get a gap, don’t forget to 
take care of yourself too!

Creating great memories
Ask someone else to take photos.
Buy the newspaper of the day.
Buy a special CD, especially a 
compilation for the year.
Ask to cut baby’s umbilical cord.
Ask for skin-to-skin time with baby.

Remember that your role in labour is vital 
– don’t ever think that it is not. Remember 
that this is the day a baby is born, a mom is 
born and so is a dad. Enjoy the experience 
and be present and engaged.

25

Dos and Don’ts of 
what to say in labour

Dos:
Good job!
You are so strong!
You can do this!
This is normal.

Don’ts
You’ve been in labour a long time.
You are STILL at x cm.
You have a long way to go.
This baby looks BIG.

Do not argue with a 
woman in labour. No 

matter what was decided 
before labour, everything 

can change as she sees fit… 
and that’s okay. Remember 

these life-saving phrases: 
‘You’re doing great, babe!’ 

and ‘Yes dear!’ 

What to pack in 
dad’s bag

snacks and drinks
extra clothing
PJs and a towel
things to do if there is a long 
wait: games, laptop, cards, etc.
the VIP phone number list
cell phone and charger
camera and charger
toiletries
that special Cuban cigar
music
and don’t forget to install the 
baby car seat in your car
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seats to make them even safer, more comfortable 
and easier to use. Secure protection designed by 
experts lets your family relax and enjoy the journey. 

maxi-cosi:
World class in safe travelling

Find out more about Maxi-Cosi 
www.maxi-cosi.com

Did you know that Maxi-Cosi
• Introduced the very 1st infant car seat
• Does up to 800 crash tests before introducing a new car seat
• Is sold in more than 90 countries
• Sells a Maxi-Cosi product every 15 seconds
• Has helped more than 25,000,000 children travel safely

maxi-cosi       Families
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Together
In the months, weeks and days leading up to the birth of your baby, you may feel as prepared as you’ll ever be, or you may 
be anxious over how little you think you actually know about what’s coming! Whether it’s childbirth, breastfeeding or sleep 
routines, there’s one important element of starting your new life as a parent that should never be omitted: getting your 
baby home safely. 

JourneyYour First

Your pregnancy and childbirth will bring a range of emotions, 
tears, love and happiness with them, but it’s important to 
stay pragmatic while you deal with all the other aspects of 
parenting. After childbirth and the initial post-natal care you 
receive at the hospital or birthing clinic, the time will come 
when you need to get your little bundle of joy home – which 
includes transporting him safely and comfortably in your car.

Knowledge is power
Acknowledging the risk of being in a car accident with your child 
in your car is a di�  cult but important truth all parents need to 
face. Armed with the knowledge of this possibility, the best thing 
you can do is to be prepared for the worst and adopt the safest 
measures possible.

On 1 May 2015, it became compulsory for infants and children 
younger than three years old to travel in a child car seat. Failure to 
comply with this safety rule will result in a hefty � ne. So where do 
you begin and what do you need to know about car seats for infants 
and children?

Home, Sweet Home
Even with your child car seat safely installed, you can’t be blamed for 
perceiving the journey home from the maternity ward as terrifying. 
Accept that you will probably drive slower than other road users 
(although driving too slowly can also be very dangerous), and that 
your trip may be punctuated with some paranoia. 

Before you know it, however, you’ll be pulling into your driveway 
along with your precious cargo, and probably all the more relieved 
that you planned your trip appropriately by installing the right car 
seat. Keep in mind that strapping your baby in every time you need 
to depart for another exciting destination may come with its own 
struggles and complications, but at least you can rest assured that 
the trips will be safe nonetheless.

The information in this article was provided by Brands Africa, suppliers of Maxi-Cosi, Quinny and Bébé Confort. 

Car seats for children
A newborn needs a car seat that is going to o� er the most 
support. Your baby is going to have very little of his own 
body support for the � rst year at least, so the seat needs to 
be designed to give total body support. Most car seats come 
with a newborn insert, which accommodates a smaller baby 
more comfortably. This then comes out once the baby has 
grown bigger and he can � t comfortably in the seat without 
needing it.
A rearward-facing seat is the safest option for your child, at 
least until he turns 15 months old. It is only then that your 
child’s neck is strong enough to better withstand the forces 
from a collision. 
NB: If you install a rear-facing car seat in the passenger seat 
next to you, disable the airbags on the passenger side, as 
their deployment during an accident could seriously injure 
or be fatal to your baby.
If you opt to put your baby on one of the back seats, the 
middle seat is the best as it is furthest away from the sides of 
the car, in the event of an impact. However, you should only 
use this placement if the manufacturer’s instructions allow 
for it, and if the car can accommodate the seat. The correct 
installation of a car seat is essential to its proper function 
and protection. 
If you need to install the seat on one of the side seats at the 
back, opt for the side opposite to the driver, so that when 
you park on the roadside, you can take your baby out of the 
car from the safety of the pavement.
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When you’re expecting your baby, 
preparation is the key to feeling like 
you have it all under control. In saying 
that, just how much preparation can 
one do? That moment when you hug 
the nurse goodbye, leave the hospital 
and head on home can be quite 
daunting. Let’s take a look at ways to 
prepare for the arrival of your baby 
in the weeks leading up to birth, and 
what to expect after the delivery. 

arrived, and to answer any questions or 
concerns you may have in the first few 
weeks. You can join a ‘Mommy’ group in 
your area or on social media, which is 
likely to provide a great deal of support 
in the first few weeks. 

Practical preparation 
for post-birth survival
Stock up on supplies for you and your 
baby for at least the first two weeks 

Are You Ready 
To Take Your Newborn 

Midwife Pippa Hime explores life after your baby is born to help you prepare for 
taking good care of your baby and yourself.

Home?

P R E G N A N C Y

Setting up support 
networks now
In the weeks leading up to the birth of 
your little one you can start preparing 
yourself and your home for the arrival 
of your baby. Start by establishing some 
good support networks – friends or 
family members can help with shopping 
and chores once baby arrives. Also find 
your nearest clinic sister so that you can 
go for checkups once your baby has



after giving birth. Personally, you will 
need sanitary products, breast pads and 
nipple cream. Baby will need nappies, 
wipes and bum cream, to name a few. 
You will seem to go through all these 
products very quickly in the first few 
weeks and there is nothing more 
exhausting than popping to the shops 
with a newborn. While you are stock-
piling you can also add a few ready-
made meals to your freezer so that you 
are sorted with dinners for the first few 
weeks. Breast-feeding will make you 
very hungry so be prepared with easy 
meals on hand.

One-two, one-two
Do a run through of all the technical stuff.  
There is a great deal of technological 
gear out there for you and baby. Borrow 
a friend’s baby for a few minutes to check 
how the baby monitor, car seat and pram 
work, and to get some practice time in 
before your own baby arrives. This will 
eliminate a lot of stress when leaving the 
hospital and getting home. 

Make your house as user-friendly for 
having a new baby as possible. Set up 
a second baby changing station if you 
live in a double storey. Have a portable 
bassinette that you can move around 
from room to room. This doesn’t mean 
that you need to buy extra of everything, 
just a makeshift changing station or 
nappy caddy that you can move around 
will help a great deal.

Preparation for 
going home
When leaving the hospital, make sure 
you have asked all the questions you 
can think of. It is your last chance to 
acquire information on baby care from 

the maternity nurses. Make sure you 
feed your baby before you leave – it 
can take a while to leave the hospital 
and settle yourself at home, and 
the last thing you want is a hungry 
baby at the same time. Set up all the 
necessary follow-up appointments 
with your gynae and paediatrician. If 
you are struggling with breastfeeding 
then arrange an appointment with a 
lactation consultant. 

When you first arrive home, try to 
limit all the visitors so you are able to 
rest. Don’t overdo it and get as much 
help as possible with any non-baby-
related tasks. Make sure you take care 
of yourself too. You will need to recover 
from your delivery. This may take a few 
days to a few weeks to feel strong again, 
depending on your type of delivery. 
There is a strong chance you will be 
exhausted and emotional. Your breasts 
may be engorged and painful. You will 
have on and off bleeding for up to 6 
weeks post-partum. And be prepared 
for the fact that you may look pregnant 
for a good few weeks after the baby has 
been born as the uterus goes back to its 
non-pregnant state. 

Advice on 
communication
Babies cry. That is how they communicate 
with you. They cry to let you know they 
are hungry or wet or cold. (See our article 
on decoding your baby’s cries on page 
38.) Parents often cry a lot in the first 
few weeks too, trying to decipher these 
cries. It is normal to be teary for the first 
few days after your baby’s arrival, but 
if this persists, chat to your clinic sister 
or doctor. 

Avoid trying to get advice from too 
many sources because when it comes to 
babies, everyone has an opinion. Only 

listen to those whose advice resonates 
with you and your baby.

Focusing on baby
Your baby will require a lot of constant 
care. Babies like to eat small amounts 
often. Feeding can vary anything from 
seven to 12 times in 24 hours. As a result, 
newborn babies have lots of wet and/
or dirty nappies. They also sleep a lot. 
In fact they can only really handle being 
awake for around 45 minutes to an hour 
at a time. For the first few weeks after 
birth, the baby is in its sleepy, “fourth 
trimester” phase. They love to be close 
to their mothers and sleep soundly on 
your chest. 

The rest is history
It is important to remember that 
everything is new for you and your 
baby. In the first few weeks you will get 
very few consecutive hours of sleep. 
The nights are long and the sleep 
deprivation can really take its toll on you, 
both emotionally and physically. Try to 
get as much rest as you can when your 
baby sleeps. 

In the weeks before and after the 
arrival of your baby, try to stay calm. 
Enjoy the excitement that is becoming a 
parent. Trust your own instinct as a new 
mother. You are everything that your 
baby wants and more. 

Borrow a friend’s 
baby for a few minutes 
to check how the baby 
monitor, car seat and 
pram work, and to get 

some practice time 
in before your own 

baby arrives.

      It is normal to 
be teary for the first 
few days after your 
baby’s arrival, but if 

this persists, chat 
to your clinic sister 

or doctor.

When you first 
arrive home, try to 

limit all the visitors so 
you are able to rest. 

Don’t overdo it and get 
as much help as possible 

with any non-baby-
related tasks.
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Pippa's Top Tip:
You will never be fully 
prepared and you shouldn’t 
attempt to be. Allow your 
maternal instinct to kick in 
and enjoy the journey of 
parenthood.
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Growing your family with a new baby will be a big adjustment – one 
that your cat or dog could potentially struggle with. However, with 
these tips from animal experts Karen Gray-Kilfoil and Niki Elliott, you 
can make it a simpler, smoother integration.

How To Integrate 
Your Newborn With 
Your Pets

ONE BIG HAPPY FAMILY
By Pippa Naudé

Having dogs, cats and babies in 
the same house is completely 
manageable, but there are some 
precautions you should take – 
especially in the beginning, while they 
are still getting used to one another. In 
fact, you should begin preparing your 
pets in the months before your baby is 
even born, as recommended by Cape 
Town-based animal behaviourist and 
humane educator Karen Gray-Kilfoil.

Before Baby Arrives
Says Gray-Kilfoil, “Never try to compensate 
for what is to come by giving your pet 
more a� ection before the baby’s birth. 
When the baby arrives you will probably 
have less time for your dog or cat, so 
think about the new routines that will be 
instituted and start getting them used to 
these gradually in the months before the 
birth of your baby. This way they will not 
associate all the changes with the arrival 
of the baby.”

Niki Elliott, an animal trainer in 
Johannesburg, agrees with this and adds, 
“During this preparation period, make 
sure you train your dog if he is untrained. 
Make sure he can follow basic commands 
such as to sit and to wait in certain places 
out of the main walking areas, so that 
when you are carrying the baby around 
the house, you don’t trip over him lying 
in your way.” 

Other important commands Elliott 
advocates are “four feet on the � oor”, so 
the dog doesn’t jump up at you when you 
are carrying the baby, and also “leave” so 
you can stop him from taking things that 
he isn’t allowed, like baby’s toys, paci� ers, 
nappies and more.

Both also recommend you get your cat 
or dog used to babies and small children, 
which can be done in the following ways:

Ask your friends to bring their little 
ones over, so they can interact 
with your dog or cat. In the case 
of toddlers and young children, 
explain to them how to handle your 
pet, encouraging them to be gentle 
and considerate. Try and keep the 
interaction as calm and positive as 
possible for both the pet and child, 
with lots of positive a�  rmations.  

You could also take your dog to a 
park with lots of small children, not 
necessarily to interact with them, 
but just to get used to seeing and 
hearing them. Gray-Kilfoil adds, 
“This is important, as the more your 
dog sees and interacts with children, 

the more likely he is going to be 
okay with the new baby. However, 
if there is any doubt as to how your 
pet will react to the children, you 
may need professional help. Never 
endanger or frighten babies or 
children unnecessarily.”
Record babies crying, laughing and 
making other baby noises, so you 
can play these sounds around your 
pets to help them get used to it. 
Elliott explains that this will make 
your baby more familiar when they 
� nally meet.
“Sprinkle a doll, teddy or cushion 
with baby powder, or a similar 
baby scent, and practice cuddling, 
carrying and pushing it around in 
the pushchair. Allow your dog to 
sni�  or lick its feet, using a calm, 
pleasant tone of voice. Put the doll 
out of his reach (e.g. in a cupboard) 
when your dog is not supervised,” 
says Gray-Kilfoil. This also gets 
your pet used to the idea and 
smell of a baby, making the actual 
introduction easier.
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Keep it Clean
Make sure your pets are healthy and well cared 
for. De-worm your cat or dog every three months, 
and make sure they are regularly vaccinated says 
Gray-Kilfoil. She adds that you should speak to 
your vet about a good � ea or tick eradication 
programme if needed, as some traditional 
methods of tick and � ea control – such as dips, 
shampoos, collars and sprays – can be harmful to 
your baby.

Another thing to be aware of is allergies. If dog 
or cat allergies run in your family, be aware of this 
and take appropriate precautions.

        Record babies crying, 
laughing and making other 
baby noises, so you can play

these sounds around your pets 
to help them get used to it.

You should begin 
preparing your pets in 

the months before your 
baby is even born.
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but just to get used to seeing and 
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“This is important, as the more your 
dog sees and interacts with children, 

the more likely he is going to be 
okay with the new baby. However, 
if there is any doubt as to how your 
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endanger or frighten babies or 
children unnecessarily.”
Record babies crying, laughing and 
making other baby noises, so you 
can play these sounds around your 
pets to help them get used to it. 
Elliott explains that this will make 
your baby more familiar when they 
� nally meet.
“Sprinkle a doll, teddy or cushion 
with baby powder, or a similar 
baby scent, and practice cuddling, 
carrying and pushing it around in 
the pushchair. Allow your dog to 
sni�  or lick its feet, using a calm, 
pleasant tone of voice. Put the doll 
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when your dog is not supervised,” 
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baby is even born.
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You may decide that you do not want 
your pet in the baby’s nursery at all – 
however if they have had free access to 
the house before, it is better that you 
permit them into the nursery, but on 
invitation only. Gray-Kilfoil encourages 
you to start this as soon as possible, 
by closing the nursery door or using a 
baby-gate, and then allowing your pets 
into the room with you. 
Spend some time with your pets in the 
nursery, perhaps reading a book, while 
allowing them to explore the new 
smells and furniture. She adds, “Cats 
love to sleep with babies, but this can 
be dangerous while the baby is very 
small and can’t move her head, as there 
is the – unlikely – risk she could get 
smothered. Therefore don’t let your cat 
sleep in the baby’s pushchair, carrycot 
or cot. As well as keeping your cat out 
of the nursery except when you are 
there, you can spray your baby’s things 
with citronella oil. This is a harmless 
insect repellent, which cats dislike the 
smell of.” Elliott adds that you can also 
get a net to cover the cot with, which 
will prevent the cat from getting into it.

Baby’s Arrival
Elliott advises that while you are in hospital 
with your new bundle of joy, and if you 
are able to, send something home that 
has your baby’s scent on it. This could be a 
soft piece of cloth or swaddling blanket, or 
even clothes that have been worn. “Place 
the scented item near your pet’s food bowl 
so that they get familiarised to the smell 
and associate it with something positive – 
eating.” Keep sending items home, to keep 

the scent fresh and strong. You can also place 
some of them in the baby’s cot, so your pets 
start to understand that it’s the baby’s space. 

The Big Meeting
The day has arrived for you to take your 
baby home. With all of the preparations 
you have put into this meeting, you should 
feel relaxed and even excited to introduce 
your new baby to your pets. The best way 
to manage this meeting, says Gray-Kilfoil, 
is to � rst “settle yourself and your baby in. 
Then, within a couple of hours, let your pets 
in. If you have more than one pet, let them 
come in one at a time. Allow your cat or dog 
to sni�  the baby, and praise him constantly 
and calmly.” She adds that you should 
always encourage and praise your pet 
when he is near the baby or baby room, and 
never reprimand him. By doing this he will 
associate the baby with positive things and 
will not become envious or resentful. “Ignore 
any unacceptable behaviour. You don’t want 
a dog that is trying to get your attention by 
being ‘naughty’.”

Elliott agrees and emphasises “Do not 
shout or punish your pet around the baby, 
as this will create a negative association 
towards your baby.”

Gray-Kilfoil also says that as much time as 
possible should be spent including your pets 
in your activities with baby, so that they still 
feel part of the family.

Both Gray-Kilfoil and Elliott stress that you 
should never leave your baby unsupervised 
with your pets. And if they are still struggling 
to adapt to the baby, or if there are any signs 
of aggression, bring in a reputable animal 
behaviourist who can identify and correct 
the problem for you. 

Health Warning: 
Toxoplasmosis
If you have cats, there is 
the risk that you could pass 
Toxoplasmosis on to your unborn 
baby. Mayoclinic.org de� nes 
Toxoplasmosis as a disease 
caused by a single-celled parasitic 
organism (the Toxoplasma gondii 
parasite), which is one of the 
world’s most common parasites. 
This parasite reproduces only in 
cats, and can be spread through 
cat faeces. While Toxoplasmosis 
is generally harmless to healthy 
adults, it can cause miscarriages 
or stillbirth in pregnant women, 
or if your child is infected with 
it and survives, they are likely 
to su� er from serious problems 
including seizures, an enlarged 
liver or spleen, jaundice, eye 
infections, and even hearing loss 
and mental disabilities later in life.

This doesn’t mean you should 
get rid of your cat if you are 
pregnant. Says Gray-Kilfoil, “If 
you have lived with your cats for 
some time, you are likely to have 
the antibodies for Toxoplasmosis, 
so there is no need to worry. 
Doctors can test for this antibody 
when you are pregnant, so you 
will know if this is the case.” 

As an extra precaution, 
however, pregnant women 
should not clean their cat’s litter 
tray, but let someone else do 
it. If this is not possible, they 
should wear rubber gloves 
while cleaning the litter tray and 
wash their hands thoroughly 
afterwards.

      If they are still struggling 
to adapt to the baby, or 
if there are any signs of 
aggression, bring in a 

reputable animal behaviourist 
who can identify and correct 

the problem for you.



Q: How do you identify cradle cap?
Cradle cap is the occurrence of dry, � aky skin on your 

baby’s scalp. Sometimes it manifests as yellow or 
brown patches over the hair of the scalp, and it can 

also be seen over the eyebrows.  While this can be 
worrying for a parent to see on their baby, it is quite 

common in the � rst few months of life and
is not harmful. 

Q: What causes cradle cap?
Cradle cap is thought to be caused by the 

over-stimulation of the oil-producing glands of the 
scalp. This can happen due to hormones in your 

baby’s system, or even due to washing the hair and 
massaging the scalp too often. Fortunately it is not 

painful or itchy for your baby – in fact, they won’t 
even be aware they have it! 

Q: How should I treat cradle cap?
Cradle cap often clears up on its own after a few 

months. However many parents want to speed this 
process up, because it doesn’t look very pleasant. 

Generally, natural methods to treat cradle cap work 
well. You can use olive oil or coconut oil on the scalp; 

massage it in lightly, and then brush out the ‘scabs’ 
with a � ne-tooth comb. Make sure to rinse the oil o�  

with a gentle baby shampoo to avoid clogging the 
pores of the scalp.

 
There are also certain cradle cap treatment 

ointments on the market that work well, too.
Whatever you do, don’t pick at the � akes and scabs, 

as this could cause bleeding.
 

If the cradle cap is severe, spreads or you notice 
bleeding, make an appointment to see your 

paediatrician. If the scalp is in� amed, 
your paediatrician may also prescribe a 

                                                                   cortisone cream. 

What is cradle cap?
While cradle cap can look alarming, it is actually a harmless condition that normally clears 
up on its own. We asked Registered Nurse and Midwife Andrea Klinkenberg, who heads 
up the Stork’s Nest Baby Clinic at Netcare Sunninghill, to explain the causes and cures of 
cradle cap. Here are her answers.
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Laika Saban

Baby Gabi Rigby

Suvir Isaac’s fi rst

beach trip

Lethabo Lingwati

M A G I C  M O M E N T S

Here are our favourite MamaMagicSA Facebook fans’ photos of their baby enjoying beach sand on their toes.

If you’d like to enter our next Magic Moments competition, “like” our MamaMagicSA         page to be noti� ed of the details.  All featured 
photos receive two complimentary tickets to MamaMagic, The Baby Expo, and the winning photo also receives a R250 Baby City voucher. 

R E A D E R ’ S  P I C S  -  Baby Feet in the Sand

B
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The First Smile
While your baby’s fi rst smiles will be 
in the womb, these smiles are caused 
by muscle movement and are not 
intentional. Developmental Specialist 
and the founder of BabyGym®, Dr 
Melodie de Jager, describes a young 
baby’s fi rst smiles as refl exive and “more 
grimace than smile”. It is only from 
around six to eight weeks, she says, that 
the fi rst ‘real’ and intentional smile will 
appear. You may be wondering how you 
will be able to tell the diff erence, but 
rest assured that you will know it when 
it happens!

While a smile may seem like a simple 
thing for you and me, Dr de Jager 
explains that for your baby to smile 
intentionally she will need to have learnt 
a number of important skills, such as:

Muscle strength: 
How to keep her head stable, so the 
eyes can work together to focus 

Visual development: 
How to understand the visual cues 
she sees
Social development: 
How to connect and communicate 
with other people
Emotional development: 
How to express appropriate feelings, 
such as pleasure, excitement and 
contentment

If your baby is not smiling, this doesn’t 
necessarily mean that she is sad. “If a 
baby is tube fed or cup fed, and the facial 
muscles haven’t had opportunity to 
develop, a baby may seem sad because 
they are not smiling,” says Dr de Jager. 
“And if a baby is suff ering from sensory 

overload, or is under-stimulated, their 
face may also appear to lack expression.”

By about four to fi ve months, your 
baby’s smiles should progress into a 
delightful baby laugh.

The First Hug
Hugs are another soft, warm gift you can 
look forward to. Dr de Jager says you will 
start to receive these from the moment 
your child starts reaching their arms 
out for mom and dad to pick them up. 
Opening their arms to be lifted naturally 
transitions into opening their arms for 
a hug. Says Dr de Jager, “An intentional 
love-hug requires social awareness and 
motor control, and will generally happen 
at around 10 – 12 months.”

The First Kiss
The fi rst kiss that your baby gives you 
will depend a lot on you, says Dr de 
Jager – as their primary role model, if you 
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Milestones
By Pippa Naudé

Milestones
Love 
The

Nothing makes a parent’s heart beat faster than a spontaneous smile, hug or kiss from their young 
child. These little signs of love are often what makes the job of a parent feel worthwhile. We spoke 
to Dr Melodie de Jager, developmental specialist and the founder of BabyGym®, about the di� erent 
love milestones, and when you can expect to start enjoying them.

Hugs are another 
soft, warm gift you can 

look forward to.
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Put the phone down! Connect 
with your baby. Make eye contact. 
Talk to your baby. Demonstrate the 
loving behaviour you would like to 

see them exhibit.

kiss your baby often, and they enjoy the experience, they 
are likely to start emulating your kisses from around fi ve 
months. However it will only be by around 16 to 18 months 
that they will start giving you kisses spontaneously. 

Over-stimulation
In terms of the kind of stimulation you should give your 
baby to help them learn these precious love milestones, 
Dr de Jager advises you “Put the phone down! Connect 
with your baby. Make eye contact. Talk to your baby. 
Demonstrate the loving behaviour you would like to see 
them exhibit.”

You should also keep in mind that it is possible to 
“over-do” it and over-stimulate a baby. You can tell this 
is happening if your baby exhibits what Dr de Jager calls 
“avoidance behaviour”, which is turning away, crying 
with their fi ngers splayed (to show STOP), as well as 
hyperactivity and poor sleeping. When this happens, give 
your baby some peace and quiet, perhaps in a darkened 
room, to help them to calm down.

Concerned Your Baby Isn’t Reaching 
Their Milestones?
If you are concerned that your baby is not reaching the 
correct milestones on time, Dr de Jager recommends 
that you join a baby or toddler group and get fi rst-hand 
tips and support. She also advises that you set realistic  
expectations from the beginning; “Development is not a 
race. Faster is not better.”

Development is 
not a race. Faster is 

not better.



One thing that mothers aren’t taught 
during antenatal classes is how to 
“grow your baby ears”. This is something 
that Priscilla Dunstan – international 
parenting expert who actively embarked 
on decoding the communication or 
cries of babies – believes can be learnt. 
Fast forward past eight years of global 
research and it is in fact proved that the 
sounds or cries babies make are not at 
all random... crying is a language! As 
language advocate Suzanne Talhouk 
famously said, “Language isn’t one, two, 
or three words put together. It relates 
to how we think and how we see each 
other and how others see us.”  If crying 
is in fact a language then one of the best 
things we can do for our babies is try to 
learn it. But � rst, let’s understand why 
they cry in the � rst place.

Why do babies cry?
Babies’ reasons for crying are actually very 
straightforward. A few simple reasons for 
their outbursts are cited on the website 
www.mayoclinic.org: 

They are hungry. Remember that 
newborns eat every few hours so 
don’t be surprised by their regular 
need to feed.

They simply want to suck on 
something. This is a natural and 
very calming re� ex, which is why 
your baby’s hands should be free to 
suck on if you’re not using a paci� er.
They’re lonely. Just feeling you or 
hearing your voice will bring more 
comfort than you know. 
They’re tired. Newborns aren’t able 
to put themselves to sleep, so you 
need to help them. Newborns can 
sleep for up to 20 hours a day.
They need a diaper change. Who 
wouldn’t be uncomfortable in a 
dirty diaper?
They need more or less 
simulation. Although it may seem 
as though your baby isn’t doing 
much, she needs her physical body 
and her eyesight to be stimulated. 
Too much stimulation can also be 
overwhelming, so perhaps take her 
to a calmer space if the television is 
going and you have a few 
guests over.
They need to be swaddled. 
Correct swaddling is wonderful for 
newborns as it gives them a sense 
of security.
They’re either too hot too cold.

Can we really understand 
babies’ cries?
There are evidently a number of reasons 
for the outpouring of tears. For every 
mother, speci� cally every new mother, 
calming your baby is most often a 
process of elimination that involves 
guessing why your baby is crying. Priscilla 
Dunstan – who has received international 
acclaim and even made an appearance 
on Oprah – along with her team of 
researchers, has found that irrespective 
of race, culture or creed, babies between 
the ages of 0 to three months old are 
in fact communicating using speci� c 

To Tell You?
By Kim Jansen

What Is Your 
Infant ‘Crying’
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“Irrespective of race, culture or creed, babies between the ages of 0 to three 
months old are in fact communicating using speci� c sounds when they cry.”

“For every mother, 
speci� cally every new 
mother, calming your 
baby is most often a 

process of elimination 
that involves guessing 

why your baby 
is crying.”



sounds when they cry. Dunstan claims 
that through learning Dunstan Baby 
Language (or DBL), you can eliminate 
much of the guessing game by identifying 
the universal sounds they make and in 
so doing, calm and soothe them faster. 
Get your ears ready and, following the 
evidence put forward by DBL, let’s decode 
the � ve universal needs that babies have 
and the sounds related to them.

Learning your baby’s 
crying language
“NEH” means “HUNGRY”
This sound is created by the sucking re� ex 
and you will hear a distinctive “n” sound 
before the cry. Physical indications that 
frequently accompany the sound are baby 
sucking on her hands, and the typical 
rooting re� ex and head movement. This is 
a typically rhythmic and repetitive cry.
How to help: Respond quickly by settling 
down for a feed. This prevents baby from 
drinking too fast and gulping down air in 
the process, which in turn reduces spit-
ups and wind. 

“OWH” means “TIRED”
This sound is closely connected with 
the yawn and will be made immediately 
before other physical indications of 
tiredness, such as rubbing their eyes or 
arching their back. When the sound is 
made, baby’s mouth will be oval-shaped. 
The cry is generally also a slow build-up of 
crying over several minutes. 
How to help: Set the scene for sleep by 
calming and darkening the room; hold 
your baby close to you and help them 
settle down for a sleep. 

“EH” means “WIND”
You will typically hear an “eh, eh, eh” 
sound. This indicates that your little one 
is attempting to expel gas bubbles, but 
needs help in doing so. It’s important you 
help your baby get rid of trapped gas, as 
this means spit-ups will be reduced as 
you will not be feeding whilst baby has 
trapped air bubbles. 
How to help:  Place baby over your 
shoulder and gently rub or pat her back or 
you could place baby face-down on your 
lap and, while holding her � rmly with one 

hand, pat or rub her back gently with the 
other. The more regularly you burp your 
baby (during natural breaks while feeding 
or after a feed) the less “gassy” discomfort 
baby will deal with.  

“EAIRH” means “GAS PAIN”
This is a very harsh sound that is 
letting you know that baby has lower 
abdominal discomfort. This will most 
likely be accompanied by unpleasant 
facial expressions with more frequent leg 
movement. The sound is quite easy to 
identify as it sounds quite urgent and is 
also accompanied by the classic “grunt.”  
The tummy may also be hard. 
How to help: Remember that gas pain 
is not uncommon within the � rst three 
months of life as baby’s intestines are still 
developing. Help work the gas out of your 
baby’s system through gentle massage. 
WebMD advises that parents pump baby’s 
legs up and down (mimic riding a bicycle) 
or you could give her important tummy 
time. A warm bath is also known to help 
relieve gas as baby will relax in the warmth 
of the water and this, coupled with the 
warm water, will help the abdominal 
muscles relax even further. 

“HEH” means 
“UNCOMFORTABLE.”
Discomfort could be caused by your 
baby being too hot or too cold or even 
by a dirty diaper. It’s a rather breathy 
sound made continuously. It resembles 
a panting sound and is closely related to 
the previously mentioned “eh” sound, but 
with a bit of practice you will be able to 
di� erentiate between the two. The cry will 
sound whiny and irritated. 
How to help: Check their diaper and 

change your baby regularly. A newborn 
should be changed every three hours 
within a 24-hour period. Check their 
temperature as babies are more sensitive 
to changes in the weather. Remember 
to add on layers or an extra blanket if 
required, or perhaps remove some layers 
of clothing. Your baby may also require 
the additional security that swaddling 
provides or they may be too tightly 
swaddled. Remember that even with 
swaddling their hands need to be free and 
they need some leg room for movement. 

Don’t fret – it’s normal
Although decoding all of your baby’s 
cries may seem like studying an entirely 
new language, according to renowned 
paediatrician and author Marc Weissbluth, 
crying is entirely normal and a “state of 
being” in newborns. 

Ron Barr, PhD and crying expert, warns 
that although learning these cues will help, 
a small percentage of your baby’s cries will 
be inconsolable and that’s perfectly � ne. 
He cautions that every baby is unique and 
that, as a mother, it’s important to remind 
yourself that you’re doing a good job. He 
very kindly reminds mums that you should 
also follow your instincts because they are 
there to help you and will not fail you. 
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these cues will help, a 
small percentage of 

your baby’s cries will be 
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Sleep Myths
Busting

1
Sleep is fundamentally important for the physical and emotional wellbeing 
of both children and adults and it is the one thing our brains can physically 
not function without. Ask any new parent and they will tell you about the 
importance of sleep! But with all the contradictory information on baby sleep, 
what is true and what is not? And what exactly can you do to help yourself 
and your baby get vitally important shut-eye? Certi� ed sleep consultant 
and director of Good Night Child Sleep Consultancy, Petro Thamm, busts six 
common sleep myths.

All soothers are good for my 
child’s sleeping habits.
Unfortunately not all soothers (dummies, taglet blankets, 
mommy’s � ngers, drinking from a bottle, etc.) are good for 
your child’s sleeping habits. It depends on your child’s age and 
tendencies. He can probably use some of these to aid himself in 
falling asleep, but this will never teach him the skill to self-soothe 
if he relies too much on external soothers. Sleep associations are 
very important when you want your child to sleep consecutive 
hours, which is why it is helpful to help your child work on using 
independent soothers. For example, if your baby relies too heavily 
on his dummy to sleep, he will call you to put it back in when it 
drops out of his mouth (this usually happens before he is nine 
months old and is still unable to put it back himself ). It might be 
useful to teach him to suck on his � ngers rather than relying on 
the dummy.

B A B Y

“Sleep debt is linked 
to ADHD symptoms, 
obesity in children, 

and even lowers the 
immune system’s 

defences. Sleep allows 
the brain to � ush out its 

own waste.”
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3Sleep can’t really be that 
important… right?
Wrong. Sleep debt is linked to ADHD symptoms, obesity 
in children, and even lowers the immune system’s 
defences. Sleep allows the brain to � ush out its own 
waste. It does this through a network of speci� c channels 
similar to a plumbing system. Sleep is also so important 
for the development of brain functions, such as learning 
new information and storing memories. A recent study 
has also shown that sleep is particularly important for 
children as the growth hormone needed for tissue and 
muscle development is released primarily during sleep. 
Remember that getting the most out of sleep is not only 
about the quantity of sleep that you and your baby get, 
but more importantly the quality of sleep that you get.

The later I put my child in bed and the more 
tired he gets during the day, the better he 
will sleep at night.
Actually, it works the other way around. Sleep induces sleep! It 
is a well-known and well-practised myth that keeping your baby 
up during the day will make him sleep better at night. Rather 
make sure that your child is receiving the age-appropriate 
amount of sleep during the day. The better rested your child is 
– together with putting him to bed at an appropriate bedtime 
– the better and longer his stretches of sleep will be. Day sleep 
in� uences night sleep and as such, if you want to improve the 
night-time sleep your child gets, work on the daytime sleep too. 
It is important to focus on the sensory input during the awake 
time and to follow the cues that your baby is demonstrating. 
Your little one will tell you when he has had enough stimulation 
and is ready to go to bed!
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“There’s a well perpetuated 
myth that putting rice cereal 

into an infant’s bottle will help 
him to sleep better and ward o�  
any malnutrition. Paediatricians 

and nutritionists disagree 
wholeheartedly.”
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4

Some children are just bad sleepers and 
they will grow out of it eventually.
There have been studies that have shown a possible 
correlation between adults who tend to have insomnia 
and being bad sleepers as children. It is not necessarily 
genetics that plays the largest role, but rather the sleep 
hygiene that parents implement. All children have 
the ability to sleep well – just as we have the ability to 
learn how to walk. However, the correct environment 
is necessary to help a child learn good sleep habits. If 
a child is not reaching sleep milestones when they are 
young, it is possible that they will be troubled sleepers 
through most of their infancy if behavioural modi� cation 
does not take place. 

I should put rice cereal in my 
child’s bottle.
There’s a well perpetuated myth that putting rice cereal 
into an infant’s bottle will help him to sleep better 
and ward o�  any malnutrition. Paediatricians and 
nutritionists disagree wholeheartedly with this myth 
saying that it contradicts the advice to not introduce 
solids before four months of age. If you put rice cereal 
in your child’s bottle, it may cause food allergies and 
increase your child’s risk of developing chronic diseases 
such as diabetes, coeliac disease, and even obesity as 
their digestive systems are not yet ready to handle 
solids. These long-term e� ects are not worth the chance 
of short-term relief of a better night’s sleep – not that 
there is any correlation to begin with!
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“Day sleep in� uences night 
sleep and as such, if you want 

to improve the night-time 
sleep your child gets, work 
on the daytime sleep too.”



The only way I can teach my child to self-soothe 
is to leave him to cry it out. 
Teaching your child to self-soothe is not just a matter of leaving him to cry. There is so much 
that you can do during infancy to help your child experience sweet slumber. Sleep is in� uenced 
by so many things: stimulation, routine, feeding habits, bedtime, health, and discipline, etc. 
By taking the necessary steps to achieve restful, consolidated sleep for your child, you will be 
giving him a skill that he will carry with him throughout his life, which is truly a life-long gift.

The honest truth about sleep is that there is no one thing 
that will make your child a good sleeper, nor are there 

any shortcuts to solving his sleep problems. 
Sleep always needs to be assessed from a 

holistic standpoint, taking everything 
from nutrition to light exposure into 

consideration. No two children are the 
same either, which means that some 
advice might work for some, but not 
for others. If you are having trouble 
with your child’s sleep habits, it will be 
helpful to speak to child sleep experts 
to give him a great start in la-la land.

“Teaching your child 
to self-soothe is 

not just a matter of 
leaving him to cry.”
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Breastmilk benefits
“Nature knows best” has never seemed 
more true than when you consider how 
perfectly balanced breastmilk is for 
babies. For example, did you know that 
a baby who is exclusively breastfed in 
the first six months has no need to drink 
anything but breastmilk – not even 
water, and not even in hot weather? 
Louette Maccallum explains that 88% 
of breastmilk is water and that this 
is sufficient to satisfy a baby’s 
thirst, as long as the baby is fed 
whenever necessary. 

If your baby is formula-fed, you 
can rest assured that the ingredients 
and composition of the formula are 
created to mimic breastmilk as closely 
as possible. If you always follow the 
directions on how concentrated you 
need to make the formula according 
to your baby’s weight, you will also 
not need to give your baby 
supplementary water.

Watering down 
good growth
In fact, giving your baby water at a 
young age can be harmful, and babies 
under two months should never be 
given water. Maccallum explains 
that, “When we introduce water too 

early, we are at risk of filling baby and 
substituting a feed that would normally 
provide essential calories and fat 
content to a growing, thriving baby. 
Water supplements can fill baby but not 
add weight, and possibly even cause 
weight loss.”

Another serious risk of giving your 
baby too much water is called water 
intoxication. When this happens, the 
normal sodium levels of a baby are 
altered, and this can lead to seizures, 
brain damage, comas and even death.

So, when can you start 
giving your baby water?
Maccallum explains that it is only when 
your baby starts on solids – at around 
four to six months old – that a little 
water may be given to help prevent 
constipation. An exclusively breastfed 
baby starting on solids will not need 
this water until after six months. The 

water should always be boiled and 
cooled down first, to ensure that it is 
clean and won’t upset his little tummy. 
However, breastmilk or formula should 
still remain the primary drink for your 
baby at this stage.

When can I give my 
baby milk?
“Besides breastmilk, formula, and 
water, it is not necessary to give your 
baby any other fluids before one year of 
age,” says Maccallum. “When your baby 
is one year old you can introduce full-
cream cow’s milk, as this has the right 
nutrients for all his energy and growing 
requirements. It is very important not 
to use low-fat or fat-free cow’s milk, as 
there is not enough fat and calories for 
your child’s energy and growing needs.”

Other milks, such as sheep, goat 
or rice milk, do not have all the right 
nutrients for a fully balanced diet for 
your growing baby or toddler, and 
so should be avoided. Soya milk also 
does not contain enough fat and 
protein, and carries the added risk 
that it could prevent the absorption of 
calcium – a very necessary mineral for 
your baby’s bone growth and strength. 
Plus, Maccallum warns, soya milk is also 
known to contain hormones that can 

can my baby 
By Pippa Naudé

Considering your baby’s dietary intake is, at least in the beginning, restricted exclusively to fluids, it 
is important that you know exactly what you can and cannot give him to drink. Louette Maccallum is a 
Registered Nurse and Midwife, gives breastfeeding advice to moms, and offers antenatal classes to 
expecting moms. Here she shares comprehensive guidelines to ensure you get your baby’s fluid intake right 
to maintain a healthy diet during these important developmental years.

What
drink?
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A baby who is 
exclusively breastfed 
in the first six months 
has no need to drink 

anything but breastmilk 
– not even water.
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anything but breastmilk 
– not even water.

be harmful to young children, and should 
not be given to children under the age of 
three years.

Soy formula is different to soy milk, and 
parents need to discuss the difference 
between the two with their paediatrician. 
Soy formula should only be given to a 
baby on the advice of a paediatrician.

When can my child have 
fruit juice or fizzy drinks?
Fruit juice is very sugary and is 
therefore not recommended for babies. 
Additionally, the sugars in fruit juice that is 
taken in through a bottle can cause dental 
caries in new teeth that are forming. 
Therefore, it makes sense to only give 
juice to children old enough to drink out 
of a cup – toddlers and young children. 
And even then, the juice should be diluted 
with water, as drinking too much juice can 
cause diarrhoea in the short term, and 
lead to obesity or malnourishment in the 
long term. 

If fruit juice is too sugary for little ones, 
it is no surprise that fizzy drinks are a 
definite no-no. Maccallum warns, “Fizzy 
drinks should never be given to a baby, 
child or toddler. They are high in sugars 
and detrimental to the development of 
healthy teeth. And drinking fizzy drinks 
from a young age is often perpetuated 
throughout the rest of the person’s life.”

The healthiest alternative really is 
good ol’ water, and Maccallum advises 
that if you are drinking water in front of 
your young child, they will be encouraged 
to drink water too.

What about tea and coffee?
Coffee should never be given to a young 
child. Maccallum explains that coffee acts 

as a diuretic and can lead to dehydration. 
Additionally the caffeine in coffee is a 
stimulant much like a drug. It can become 
addictive, cause palpitations, and keep 
your child awake and irritable. 

Tea is not much better, she adds, as 
it prevents or limits the absorption of 
iron, which carries oxygen through the 
body and is essential in babies’ brain 
functioning. However, Rooibos tea is 
an exception to this, and is a far more 
acceptable option to give your child.

How much fluid should a 
baby be drinking in a day?
Maccallum gives the following guidelines 
on how much fluid your baby should be 
taking in:

Newborns need anything between 
six to 10 feeds per day of breastmilk 
or formula. 
Breastfed babies generally drink 
as much as they need, and will feed 
when they are thirsty or hungry. 
Formula-fed babies should always 
be fed based on a formula worked out 
according to their weight. 
Babies eating three meals a 
day (solids) will need less milk – 
approximately 200ml of breastmilk 
or formula between meals, totalling 
600ml in 24 hours (until they are at 
least a year old) works well. When 
solids are the main source of nutrition, 
it is good to offer a little water at 
meal times, and preferably from a 
cup. Water may be given in the night 
if needed.
A child between one and three 
years old needs approximately one 
litre of fluid a day. This may include at 
least one to two glasses of milk, 
water, soups and other liquid or juice 
you offer him.

Avoid dehydration
It is also important to remember that 
children sometimes become so zoned in 
when playing or focused on a task that 
they forget to drink even when they are 
thirsty. It is advisable to keep fresh water 
close to them, so they can reach for it 
easily, and to encourage good habits 
from an early age.

“Remember,” says Maccallum, “too 
much fluid will affect your child’s eating 
habits. Aim at healthy balanced meals 
with a wide range of veggies and fruits, 
and encourage water over any other 
drink options, from one year onwards.”
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           If you always follow 
the directions on 

how concentrated you need 
to make the

formula according to
your baby’s weight,
you won’t need to

give your baby
supplementary water.   .   

A summary of what your 
baby can drink & when:

0 – 6 Months: 
Breastmilk or formula, 
exclusively.

6 – 12 Months: 
Mostly breastmilk or formula, 
with small amounts of water or 
the occasional Rooibos tea once 
your baby has gone on to solids.

1 Year+: 
Full-fat cow’s milk can be 
introduced. When your baby can 
drink from a cup: water, Rooibos 
or very diluted fruit juice (one 
part juice to 10 parts water).

3 Years+: 
Other forms of milk can be 
taken (sheep, goat, rice and 
soya). Put off giving your child 
fizzy drinks and tea for as long 
as possible, and coffee should 
only be allowed as a teenager.



The Teething Fix
There’s nothing cuter than your baby’s gummy grin with one solitary pearly white peeking out. The journey 
to that point is, ummm, less cute. Make it easier with these new ideas to soothe your baby’s teething process.

1 Get hands on 
Most of the time, a little bit of TLC is all that’s needed, so try 
very lightly rubbing your clean fi nger along your baby’s gums. 
When he is fairly relaxed, massaging his gums for two minutes 
will provide some soothing counter-pressure. 

2 Try vanilla 
Pure vanilla extract isn’t just for bake-off  moments 
– rubbing a drop into gums can work in two ways. 
“The massaging action eases pain, and the scent is 
calming, reduces anxiety and promotes wellbeing,” 
says teething expert Alexander Barani. Do check the 
ingredients, as some contain alcohol.3 The chilly cloth cure

Freeze a clean wet facecloth, then let your baby chew on 
it – the cold eases pain. “The texture of the fl annel will 
feel good on his gums, too,” says health advisor Penny 
Lazell. Put your baby in a bib to soak up any excess water 
and dribble. You can try diff erent degrees of coldness to 
see what works best for him. If the frozen washcloth is 
too cold, just dampen one with cold water.

4 Gloves on
If your baby is very young when his fi rst tooth starts coming 
through, he may struggle to hold on to a teething ring or 
toy, and resort to chomping on his fi st. Try a Gummee Glove 
– a teething mitten that attaches to your baby’s hand with 
Velcro, and has soft plastic teething parts for him to chew on. 

5 Don't give up
When you’re dealing with a teething baby, perseverance is 
the key. “It requires patience, as well as some creativity,” says 
Barani. “It takes trial and error to fi nd a solution that works, 
so keep testing new approaches.”  

6 Get some teething bling
If your baby is constantly grabbing hold of your necklace, 
swap it for special teething jewellery, instead. Look for 
brands that are made out of non-toxic silicone, which 
is free from chemicals, such as BPA, PVC, lead, latex 
and phthalate.7 Watch out for amber

Amber teething necklaces have been around for 
thousands of years and it’s thought they have anti-
infl ammatory properties that can ease teething (thanks 
to the succinic acid the stone contains). But beware of 
necklaces with small beads on a string or elastic, which 
can snap easily. Always buy from a reputable source.

8 Flower power
Camomile tea in your baby’s bottle is a safe and natural way 
to help him. “The soothing ingredients work wonders for 
babies who are stressed and unhappy, as it’s so calming,” 
says Barani. Steep tea for a few minutes, cool it to room 
temperature, then put 30 to 60 ml in his bottle.*

9 Brush early
He may not have any 
teeth showing yet, but 
give your little one a soft 
baby toothbrush. He’ll 
love biting down on the 
bristles. Then, when his 
teeth do push through, 
cleaning them won’t be a 
battle as he’ll be used to 
the feeling. 

10 Off er a dummy
Every teething experience is 
diff erent and, while some babies 
are comforted by breastfeeding, 
others fi nd it painful – sucking 
can cause more blood to rush 
to swollen areas, making them 
extra-sensitive. A dummy can 
be a good idea between feeds, 
as he can suck or chew it.

B A B Y

*Very rarely, a baby may be sensitive to Ragweed (a plant similar to Camomile) and will 
develop a rash after drinking Camomile tea. If you notice a rash, stop giving your baby the tea.

By Jennifer Read



The Teething Fix

21 Put a check on cheek 
dryness
Teething babies often develop red, dry cheeks, 
so apply a soothing oil to relieve them. 

11 Dish up breakfast
If your baby has started solids, freeze a bagel or 
breakfast waffle and let him chew on it. “They’re 
soft enough for him to gnaw on, but also have a 
rough texture that your baby will enjoy rubbing 
along his gums,” says McLaughlan.

12 Walk it off 
Fresh air can give your little one 
the relief he needs. Go for a walk 
and point out interesting flowers, 
animals or trees – it can be a 
good distraction. 

13 The yoghurt trick 
“When my baby refuses his breakfast because of teething pain, I put a 
dollop of yoghurt on top of every spoonful of his porridge,” says Charlotte 
Brazier, 34, from Port Elizabeth, who’s mum to Peter, 10 months. “He likes 
the cooling sensation.” 

14 Serve up a cooler 
Blend some fresh fruit purées and freeze them into ice 
lollies – these will also provide a nutrition hit. “Alternatively, 
fill a mesh feeder with frozen fruit – berries work well,” says 
Barani. “Gnawing on the frozen fruit will numb your baby’s 
gums and stop pain.” 

15 Veg out
If your baby’s bored with fruit, try cold vegetable sticks. A large, 
peeled carrot straight from the fridge is easy for your little 
one to hold and is great for back teeth, as well as the front. 
Cucumber sticks are also soothing. If your baby has teeth 
already, keep a close eye on him to prevent choking.

16 Try an alternative
Acupressure works by massaging pressure points in 
your baby’s toes, feet, hands and face, and can be 
used alongside any more traditional methods. 

17 Make it metal
Using a metal spoon provides a hard, smooth surface to chew and 
suck. “If you put it in the fridge first, it’ll be super-soothing on your 
baby’s gums,” says McLaughlan.

18 Create a dribble barrier 
Teething can mean your baby dribbles more, and the 
dampness can make the skin around his mouth red 
and sore. “Use a barrier cream or petroleum jelly to 
make sure the area stays moisturised and protected,” 
recommends McLaughlan. 

19 Prepare yourself for bedtime
You may find your baby’s symptoms are worse at night but, while 
teething rings and hard foods are soothing during the day, they 
may make it more difficult for your baby to fall asleep. Instead, give 
him soft foods in the evening to ease irritation. 

Know when he isn’t teething…
SOME SYMPTOMS SEEM SIMILAR TO THE SIDE EFFECTS OF TEETHING, BUT ARE ACTUALLY 
UNRELATED AND NEED TO BE TREATED. SEE YOUR GP ABOUT ANY OF THESE:

High temperature – Anything above 38°C could be due to an infection, especially if it 
continues for more than 24 hours. 
Diarrhoea – If your little one is suffering from the runs and it continues for more than 24 
hours, get him checked out.
No appetite – Babies who don’t eat for more than 12 hours are likely to have an illness.
Earache – If your baby is tugging on his ear, it could be a sign of an infection. However, it 
can also be sign that his molars are coming through, as the ear and the cheek share the 
same nerve.

20 Homeopathic help
If you’re keen to try natural pain-relief methods, some 
mums swear by homeopathy. Look for remedies 
containing calcarea phosphorica.
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IT SEEMS THAT THE SMALLER YOUR CHILD, THE MORE WORK IT IS TO GET THEM READY FOR AN OUTING. BUT DON’T 
LET THAT PUT YOU OFF – GETTING OUT AND ABOUT WITH YOUR BABY IS A REWARDING EXPERIENCE, FOR YOU AND 
BABY! HERE THE MAMAMAGICSA FACEBOOK MOMS SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCES AND ADVICE ON HOW BEST TO GET 
READY FOR A BABY OUTING.

Where to go
When your baby is very little you will want to start o�  with short 
and easy trips that stay close to home. This is so you can get 
used to outings with your baby, and to learn about what they 
do or don’t like, and what works best. Go easy on yourself, and 
gradually you’ll be able to upgrade from a walk around the block 
to a shopping trip, going to meet a friend for co� ee, or other 
fun activities. 

A nice way to get out of the house with your baby is to join 
a baby group, such as Toptots, BabyGym or Moms and Babes. 
Classes are held at regular intervals, and not only stimulate 
your baby’s development, but have the advantage of helping 
you to meet other moms and get seasoned tips and advice 
on all things baby from the educator running the classes. 
Check out www.babygym.co.za, www.momsandbabes.co.za or 
www.toptots.co.za  for more information.

Restaurants and co� ee shops are also great for getting out 
of the house and catching up with a friend. The trick here is to 
choose a venue that is baby-friendly, so you can really relax and 
enjoy yourself. For a national list of baby-friendly restaurants 
with changing facilities and space for little ones to play, go to 
www.eatout.co.za/article/baby-friendly-restaurants. 

What to pack
We polled our moms on social media to � nd out what they keep 
in their nappy bags, and it’s no surprise that the number one 
item moms list is wet wipes! Other must-have items include: 
nappies, bottles and formula, a breast pump or breast milk, 
snacks if your baby is on solids, bum cream, a changing mat, 
toys, and a change of clothes.

Other suggestions of what else to pack include:
“…petroleum jelly, bibs, face cloths, hat, paci� er, scented 
packets for dirty diapers, Panado syrup, powder, lotion, oil, 
socks, copy of baby’s birth certi� cate, Road to Health Card, 
mum and dad’s identity documents…” – Belinda Davnarain 

“Spare dummy, Gripe water, Panado drops.” 
– Megan De Vos 

“Extra bibs, petroleum jelly and a � eece jumper.” 
– Tumelo Angel Thai 

“Waterless hand sanitiser, powder to freshen baby up and 
prevent heat rashes, teething toy, Tee gel, tissues, a packet of 
Flings.” – Cassandra Cave  

With A Baby To Go!
All Packed Up
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How much time?
We asked our Facebook moms how long it took them 
to get their baby ready for an outing. Just over half of 
them said it takes between one and two hours!

A. Under 30 minutes
B. 30 Minutes to 1 hour
C. 1 – 2 Hours
D. Forever!

“C. My baby girl is nine months old and just started 
crawling and standing up on things. She is so busy 
and doesn’t sit still for anything!” 
– Cassandra Cave

“D. It takes forever with my 11-month-old daughter 
who tosses and turns while I’m trying to put her 
nappy on. Being a mother is a job in itself.” 
– Zanele Goodie Zulu

“D. I have four children… my husband is the oldest!” 
– Jana Basson

“C. 1 – 2  Hours… But it usually feels like forever.” 
– Tasneem Mahomed

ad
b

c

Top Baby Outing Tips 
“We usually prepare her nappy bag the night 
before. We wake up while she is still sleeping and 
get ourselves ready so when she wakes up we both 
focus on getting our princess ready for the road!” 
– Tumelo Angel Thai

“I always try to let baby have a nap before taking 
her out; that way she’s less fussy. And it’s always 
helpful to have a bag with baby essentials in the 
car at all times.” – Nicolette Prince

 “You can never take too many nappies! And let him 
nap beforehand and during the trip, as much as 
possible. A baby carrier is very useful too.” 
– Vanessa Elliott



Bennetts Baby Wipes
R26.99 for 80 wipes, or 34c each

• Alcohol-free and fragrance-free
• Suitable for sensitive skin

Pampers Baby Wipes, Sensitive
R32.99 for 56 wipes, or 59c each

• Safe on sensitive skin
• Fragrance-free and alcohol-free
• Features a plastic lid; easy open and helps prevent  
   wipes from drying out
 

Pampers Fresh Clean Baby Wipes
R32.99 for 64 wipes, or 52c each

• Scented
• Alcohol-free
• Dermatologically tested

Pigeon Chamrose Baby Wipes
R29.99 for 82 wipes, or 37c each

• Safe on sensitive skin
• Unscented and alcohol-free
• Contains soothing and moisturizing extracts of 
   organic Camomile and Rosehip
• Also available in small packs and value packs 

Pigeon Hand & Mouth Wet Tissues 
2-in-1 Pack
R64.99 for 120 wipes, or 54c each

• Alcohol-free
• Eff ectively cleans hands, face and mouth, 
   as well as fruit and vegetables before eating
• Safe for use on babies
• Also available in small packs 

Pigeon Anti-Mosquito Wet Tissues
R39.99 for 12 wipes, or R3.33 each

• Deet-free formula protects skin against mosquitos
• Eff ective for approximately six hours
• Dermatologically tested

Which Wet Wipes Are For You?
They’re one of the most indispensable mommy-must-haves – and lucky for you, there are loads 
of great options on the market to choose from.
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Cherubs Sensitive Baby Wipes
R18.99 for 72 wipes, or 26c each

• Perfect for newborns
• Paraben and alcohol-free
• Enriched with Aloe Vera and vitamin C
• Scented and unscented options available

Cherubs Eco Baby Wipes
R28.99 for 72 wipes, or 40c each

• Flushable and biodegradable
• Alcohol-free, fragrance-free and paraben-free
• Also available in small packs and value packs 

Cherubs Classic Baby Wipes
R23.99 for 80 wipes, or 30c each

• Flushable and biodegradable
• Alcohol-free
• Softly scented

Huggies Natural Care Baby Wipes
R26.99 for 64 wipes, or 42c each 

• Hypoallergenic and alcohol-free
• With Aloe and vitamin E to help protect baby’s skin

Huggies Newborn Baby Wipes
R26.99 for 64 wipes, or 42c each 

• Hypoallergenic, alcohol-free and fragrance-free

JOHNSON’S® Gentle Cleansing Baby Wipes
R36.95 for 80 wipes, or 46c each 

• Soap-free and alcohol-free
• Also available in small packs and value packs 

JOHNSON’S® Extra Sensitive Baby Wipes
R36.95 for 80 wipes, or 46c each 

• Proven safe for newborn skin
• Soap-free, fragrance-free and alcohol-free
• Also available in small packs and value packs 

Pure Beginnings Biodegradable Baby 
Wipes with Organic Aloe
R39.90 for 64 wipes, or 62c each

• Organic Aloe extract – soothing, anti-bacterial
• Organic tea tree oil – natural anti-septic and   
   fungicide with healing properties
• 100% biodegradable plant fi bre
• Also available in value packs 
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*Please note that all prices displayed are the recommended retail prices and could vary at di� erent outlets. The individual baby wipe cost is rounded o�  to the nearest cent.
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Celiwe Ngwenya & her tot at 

the beach

Ciara-Lee Serena De Kock & 
her friend Jileal Adonis

Anthony Clark and his 

daughter Annabel

Slaide Tristan Swanepoel

Ciara-Lee Serena De Kock & 

M A G I C  M O M E N T S

Here are our favourite MamaMagicSA Facebook fans’ photos of their tot having fun with water.

If you’d like to enter our next Magic Moments competition, “like” our MamaMagicSA         page to be noti� ed of the details.  All featured 
photos receive two complimentary tickets to MamaMagic, The Baby Expo, and the winning photo also receives a R250 Baby City voucher. 
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SPONSORED EDITORIALT O D D L E R

Usually when we as parents think about development, we think in terms of walking, 
talking, crawling – in other words, the things that we can see. But there are other 
important skills that we also need to focus on. These skills are essential for development 
and scholastic ability. 

Visual perceptual skills are an important set of skills your child needs to learn. Essentially, 
mastering these skills means your child can take in visual cues, and organise and understand 
them. Visual perceptual skills are the building blocks for reading, writing and maths. These 
skills, together with other basic concepts, are usually the skills that preschools are supposed 
to stimulate.

Development timeframe for visual perceptual skills
When we talk about development, the fi rst 1000 days (three years) of your child’s life are 
incredibly important to put in place basic skills that they will need for the rest of their lives. 
Certain skills become more prominent at certain ages, for example, the gross motor skills like 
sitting, crawling and walking from six to 14 months; talking and communicating from one to 
three years. Development of visual perceptual skills and basic concepts usually become more 
prominent by the age of three. All of these skills develop continuously, although the focus 
points change. 

Stimulating skills for development milestones
The best way to stimulate a desired skill is to play with your child, and to use everyday activities 
to point out certain concepts. For example, while dressing your child say: “What colour is your 
shirt today? What colour is mommy’s shirt?” This will stimulate colour concept.

While sitting in the bath, let your little one use crayons to draw on the tiles. You draw a circle 
and your child copies the circle. You draw diff erent shapes on the tiles and your child starts to 
name and identify the circle and square. This will stimulate form concept.

While dressing your toddler, touch the diff erent body parts and name 
them – let your toddler repeat each body part and touch it on them 
or on you. This will stimulate body concept.

Perceptual 
Carla Grobler, an occupational therapist and author of the Early Childhood Development 
Checklist, unpacks an important milestone that your child needs to acquire – visual perceptual 
skills, or the ability to take in and understand visual information. 

When we talk about development, 
the � rst 1000 days (three years) 
of your child’s life are incredibly 
important to put in place basic 

skills that they will need for the rest 
of their lives.

Milestones
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Don’t force these concepts on your child by sitting them 
down and teaching them in a school-like fashion. This 
usually doesn’t work well and your child will start to dread 
learning about colour, for example. 

If you see that your child is lacking certain skills, don’t 
worry: every child develops at their own rate. First try to 
stimulate these skills at home. If you see your child is not 
picking up these concepts in more than one area, take your 
child for an occupational therapy evaluation. The therapist 
will determine whether your child has limitations, and if they 
will need weekly occupational therapy sessions or if a home 
programme can be followed.

Don’t force these concepts on 
your child by sitting them down 
and teaching them in a school-
like fashion. This usually doesn’t 

work well and your child will 
start to dread learning.

Development process of 
visual perceptual skills
The visual perceptual skills and basic concepts that are 
needed to do the following should be intact by the age 
of three:

Diff erentiate between a circle and square
Match circles, squares, triangles and rectangles
Identify pictures in a book
Build a two to three-piece puzzle
Recall three numbers in a sequence
Recall two objects shown to him
Identify and name the nose, eyes, mouth, hand, 
thumb, toes, teeth, ears, hands, feet, arms, legs and 
the head
Count up to three
Show his own age on his fi ngers
Copy a circle
Imitate a cross
Identify and match red, yellow, blue and green
Distinguish between big/small, tall/short, fat/thin, 
full/empty, many/few, far/close  

If you are unsure about your child’s development, there 
are many references that you can use to track their 
progess and milestones – such as the Early Childhood 
Development Checklist.



The process of development from a 
one-year-old to a three-year-old is a 
complex journey to navigate for both 
a little one and his parents. Your child 
is no longer a dependent baby, but he 
is also not a fully independent little 
human either. The “terrible twos” 
is the stage of development where 
a child may sway unexpectedly 
between the two worlds of 
dependence and independence; a 
period that is often characterised by 
instability and tantrums as a result. 

Making sense of the 
world – unrestrained 
The experience of a toddler’s tantrum 
is well known to parents and observers: 
crying, screaming, throwing toys, and 
stamping their little feet against the 
� oor. However, this time can also be 
reframed as a remarkable time when 
your child is developing a sense of 
being a distinctive individual with 
his own choices, likes and dislikes. 
This time o� ers parents a special 
opportunity to explore and learn about 

the unique inner and outer world of 
their child, but it requires their focus 
and understanding.

Understanding the perspective 
of the tiny toddler
Let’s stop to think about the actual 
size of a toddler – not ‘terrible’ at all! 
Grown-ups are often about three 
times the size of a toddler, so imagine 
being in their shoes, looking up at an 
adult who must seem powerful and 
massive. It is important for the parent 
to try to remain kind, calm and wise to 
help take over and support the toddler 
when they are struggling to manage in 
their chaotic world. And this certainly 
is no easy task for a parent who feels 
exhausted and attacked by their little 
one! Remember that when toddlers 
(often) use their bossy “No!”, it’s to help 

them manage when they feel small 
and weak.

Despite the increased independence 
and personal preferences that your 
toddler now experiences, they still 
have a limited understanding of 
what is going on in the world around 
them. A child’s ability to understand 
spoken language is actually about 
eight months ahead of their speech 
development. This brings with it 
feelings of confusion and frustration 
when they are misunderstood. 
Therefore it is important to encourage 
your child’s emotional vocabulary at 
this stage as their language is at a phase 
of rapid development.

Tantrums as a sign 
of frustration
The parent of a toddler is tasked with 
the di�  cult job of helping his little 
one master the skills of emotional 
regulation, problem-solving and 
decision-making. 

Don’t 
Call It 

The 
Terrible 
Twos!

Many parents dread the “terrible twos”, that period of de� ance and – notoriously – tantrums in a young 
child’s life. But maybe we have got it wrong. Clinical Psychologist Michelle Nortje suggests we should 
instead be celebrating the “tremendous twos”. Here’s why.

T O D D L E R

   Remember that when 
toddlers (often) use their 

bossy ‘No!’, it’s to help them 
manage when they feel 

small and weak.

Michelle Nortje is a psychologist with The Ububele Educational & Psychotherapy Trust, an 
NGO that focuses on the promotion of infant and child mental health. To support Ububele 
go to: www.ububele.org/donate.html



The process of development from a 
one-year-old to a three-year-old is a 
complex journey to navigate for both 
a little one and his parents. Your child 
is no longer a dependent baby, but he 
is also not a fully independent little 
human either. The “terrible twos” 
is the stage of development where 
a child may sway unexpectedly 
between the two worlds of 
dependence and independence; a 
period that is often characterised by 
instability and tantrums as a result. 

Making sense of the 
world – unrestrained 
The experience of a toddler’s tantrum 
is well known to parents and observers: 
crying, screaming, throwing toys, and 
stamping their little feet against the 
� oor. However, this time can also be 
reframed as a remarkable time when 
your child is developing a sense of 
being a distinctive individual with 
his own choices, likes and dislikes. 
This time o� ers parents a special 
opportunity to explore and learn about 

the unique inner and outer world of 
their child, but it requires their focus 
and understanding.

Understanding the perspective 
of the tiny toddler
Let’s stop to think about the actual 
size of a toddler – not ‘terrible’ at all! 
Grown-ups are often about three 
times the size of a toddler, so imagine 
being in their shoes, looking up at an 
adult who must seem powerful and 
massive. It is important for the parent 
to try to remain kind, calm and wise to 
help take over and support the toddler 
when they are struggling to manage in 
their chaotic world. And this certainly 
is no easy task for a parent who feels 
exhausted and attacked by their little 
one! Remember that when toddlers 
(often) use their bossy “No!”, it’s to help 

them manage when they feel small 
and weak.

Despite the increased independence 
and personal preferences that your 
toddler now experiences, they still 
have a limited understanding of 
what is going on in the world around 
them. A child’s ability to understand 
spoken language is actually about 
eight months ahead of their speech 
development. This brings with it 
feelings of confusion and frustration 
when they are misunderstood. 
Therefore it is important to encourage 
your child’s emotional vocabulary at 
this stage as their language is at a phase 
of rapid development.
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Your toddler is becoming more 
autonomous and wants to make his 
own decisions and choices. However, his 
physical capacity may act as a frustrating 
barrier, preventing him from doing what 
he wants. For example, he may not be 
able to put the pieces of Lego together 
in the way that he wants. A toddler 
who dissolves into tears is showing the 
appropriate expression of the inner 
confusion that is very real at this stage. 
Tantrums generally come from feelings 
of frustration, hunger, or tiredness, rather 
than the malicious intention to be de� ant 
and di�  cult.

Helping a child with 
their big feelings
“Stop crying!” or “Calm down now!” is 
not a helpful way to approach a child’s 
emotional expression. Your toddler will 
quickly express his frustration when 
he is given direct commands without 
any options or explanations. Just as 
your toddler expresses bouts of intense 
emotion, it is understandable that 
you may feel similarly overwhelmed, 
frustrated and confused. However, a small 
child’s cognitive and emotional capacity 
is not yet developed enough for them 
to be able to regulate their emotions 
like an adult. They cannot make sense 
of their very big world by themselves. 
They need mom and dad’s attention and 
physical presence to help them weather 
the emotional storm and practise their 
new skills. Sometimes, o� ering hugs 
or holding your child during a tantrum 
makes a huge di� erence. A parent can 
even just sit calmly nearby just to let him 
know that you are available. 

When your toddler is experiencing 
big emotions, he needs your attention. 
Rather than turning away from him by 
avoiding his emotions, or turning against 
him by getting angry and shouting, 
or smacking him, you can turn toward 
him and o� er him emotional support 
and a kind space to make sense of this 
confusing world. Being discouraged from 
expressing his di�  cult feelings doesn’t 
help him to understand or control his 
emotions, and may even aggravate the 
tension and make him more frustrated.

Keep choices simple
A parent’s role at this stage is to help 
their toddler gain con� dence in the vital 
skill of making appropriate choices. A 
child will often fall to pieces if he is given 
too many overwhelming alternatives. 
A helpful way to learn about decision-
making is to o� er your child a choice 
from a safe age-appropriate and limited 
framework (usually two or three options 
works well). For example, a two-year-old 
can safely choose what he would like to 
wear from a set of two or three options, 
even if you may think it doesn’t match! 

The “tremendous twos”
In conclusion, this rollercoaster process 
of development from a dependent 
baby to a unique little three-year-old is 
complicated. The “tremendous twos” is 
an extraordinary stage of development 
where a child begins to learn about their 
own emotions, their own sense of agency 
and mastery, their likes and dislikes, 
and their strengths and challenges. In 
essence, parents have an exciting front 
row seat to watch and engage with their 
unique child and all they are capable of, 
and guide them through their emotional 
development.

A small child’s 
cognitive and emotional 

capacity is not yet 
developed enough 

for them to be able to 
regulate their emotions 

like an adult. They 
cannot make sense of 

their very big world
by themselves.
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Dr James C. Dobson passionately stated 
that “Despite prevailing pop culture 
paradigms and all things ‘politically 
correct’, just about any mom can tell 
you that boys and girls are positively, 
definitely, different.” We have all heard 
the popular adage “girls are made of 
sugar and spice and all things nice, but 
boys are made of snakes, snails and 
puppy dog tails” – and we know that 
other than the physical differences, it 
is true that girls and boys are different. 
Surely it makes sense then that raising 
boys would also be different to raising 
girls? Considering how the world is 
changing and knowing that parents 

want to raise their boys to be the best 
that they can be, we need to understand 
what it is that makes boys so different.

It’s in boys’ neurobiology 
Dr Dobson’s research points out that the 
first factor that makes boys so completely 
different is neurobiological: it involves 
hormones, most notably testosterone, 
as well as parts of the brain which have 
a different structure. Understanding this 
will help moms appreciate that they 
need to communicate with and deal with 
their boys differently. With this in mind, 
research  based on Psychologist Andrea 
Engber’s (USA) work gives us insight 

to allowing boys to seek their own role 
models to help them become the men 
they should be.

Accept your boy 
for the child he is
Engber encourages parents to accept 
their son’s individuality. “They are what 
make him unique. Secondly, don’t allow 
him to grow up too soon. In other words, 
never make him the man around the 
house.” True, you want to teach him 
to grow up to be man, but there is a 
distinction between being the ‘little man’ 
and being responsible for things that 
adults are supposed to do. Your child 

Raising Boys MENto be

T O D D L E R

BOYS AND GIRLS ARE DEFINITELY DIFFERENT. THIS IS NOT A QUESTION OF “PINK VS BLUE”, BUT 
RATHER AN APPROACH OF BEING MINDFUL OF YOUR SON’S NEEDS AND BRINGING OUT THE 
BEST IN HIM. 

The first factor that 
makes boys so completely 

different is neurobiological: it 
involves hormones, most 

notably testosterone.     We’ve already 
established that boys 
and girls are different, 
so why compare them 

to one another?

By Kim Jansen



is not “your confidant, your knight in 
shining armour or your rescuer.” Teach 
him responsibility without the weight 
and pressure that an adult male has. 

Identifying with men
Another good idea is to highlight good 
qualities that you may notice in his father 
or other men. This means that if dad is 
helping you bring the groceries indoors, 
point out how helpful dad is. Boys watch 
their dads and other male figures very 
closely and, as with all children, they 
learn by example. Roughhousing is also 
innate – rough-and-tumble play is just 
something that boys love, so (mums 
especially) sometimes you have force 
yourself to let “boys be boys.”

www.today.com highlights that “this 
kind of physical interaction can foster 
positive relationships, boost the body’s 
feel-good chemicals and promote 
intelligence – even if it means stuff 
around the house is going to get broken.” 

Big boys are allowed 
to cry
Next – don’t compare your son to girls! 
We’ve already established that boys 
and girls are different, so why compare 
them to one another? Allow your sons 
to approach things differently and, 
subsequently, to express themselves in 
different ways. 

Engber’s work highlights that because 
he is male, he will respond to emotional 
situations or to emotions differently. 
Don’t encourage the suppression of 
emotion, but allow him to identify 
what he is feeling and discuss it even 
if his approach is unique to what you 
were expecting. As www.parents.com 
explains, parents should not suppress 
emotional expression, and understand 
that the men in the family are key to 
helping sons develop positive ways to 

express their own emotions. Similarly, 
boys are also in need of physical 
affection, even if they shy away from it as 
they grow older.

Boys need cuddles 
and music
www.babycentre.com explains the 
importance of boys needing plenty of 
physical affection as this helps them 
feel safe and secure. They further 
elaborate that encouraging behaviour 
“like cuddling animals” is significant, 
even though it may not seem “masculine 
enough.” Boys need to develop a 
nurturing side which will stand them 
in good stead in the future. On that 
note, Baby Centre also suggests making 
music part of your little boy’s life and 
encouraging his musical interests, even 
if they don’t seem “manly.”

Music has been shown to sharpen 
thinking skills and improve memory. 
Even if his interests may not seem very 
manly, encourage them as you’re helping 
him to develop a strong and secure 
sense of identity with your support. 

Give your boy 
some praise
The Baby Centre’s notion on praising 
your son’s behaviour is encouraging.  
“‘Boy’ behaviour, even when it’s age-
appropriate, can be hard for adults 
to deal with – and boys get plenty of 
correcting, reprimanding, and scolding 
in school and at home as a result.” Try 
to encourage his efforts at ‘being good’. 
Finally, parents.com notes that boys are 
louder and yes, they are dirtier… but let 
it go. There are some battles not worth 
fighting. Allow them to get messy and 
to explore; allow boys to enjoy getting 
their hands dirty and be the naturally 
boisterous beings that they are.
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We posed this question to Karen van Zyl, an Early Childhood 
Development (ECD) expert, and this is what she had to say:

“One of the most important things you can do to prepare your child with 
a solid foundation for academic achievement is to read to them daily.

The power to unlock your child’s learning potential does not necessarily lie so much 
with choosing the right school and a myriad of extramural activities, but more by simply 

making books an integral part of their lives. Reading is a nurturing and bonding opportunity 
for you and your young child. Research over many years has proven that one of the primary 

benefits of reading to young children is a higher aptitude for learning in general. Basic speech skills 
are learned when you read to your toddler as your child gets an opportunity to consistently reinforce 

basic sounds that form language.

By exposing your child to early reading, even in the womb, you are teaching them the basics of reading 
a book. Text is read from left to right, words are separate from images. When reading to young children 

daily you can expect better reading comprehension, a stronger self-discipline, longer attention span 
and better memory retention.”

for Little Minds
Why is reading to your child important?

Peppa Pig: The Official Annual 
by Mark Baker, Stephanie Clarkson, Neville Astley
Published by Penguin Random House SA

Review by Kim Jansen
The much-loved British cartoon character, Peppa Pig, brings her fun-loving nature in the form of an 
engaging annual activity book. The pages are filled with games and puzzles as well as a number of fun 
craft ideas that will keep you and your little person entertained for hours. Suitable for children from 
roughly five or six years old, hours of holiday memories will be made with Peppa Pig. A bonus of three 
brand-new stories is included for all Peppa Pig fans so even tiny tots are able to enjoy the annual. As 
you make your way through this educational and entertaining annual with your children, you will feel 
a welcome bit of nostalgia as you think back to your favourite annuals that you waited for with much 
anticipation when growing up.

The Poofiest Pong 
by Katharine Graham
Published by Mega Books

Review by Kim Jansen
This is a quirky and hilarious story, the kind that children – little boys in particular – will be in stitches over.  
A young boy delves into explaining the differences between a Dad fart, a Mom fart, his own and his little 
brother’s farts. 

In an attempt to prove that his little brother has the “poofiest pong” in the universe, he creates a “pong-
o-meter” to measure pong poofiness.  This little machine unravels the imagination even further as his 
little brother’s pongs power a rocket ship that takes them into outer space where even the aliens return 
them home because they cannot stand little Billy’s farts. 

A fun read that will have your little ones in hysterics and probably wanting to measure their own (or 
your) poofiness. 

T O D D L E R

Brilliant Books



The Great Dog Bottom Swap 
by Peter Bently and Mei Matsuoka
Published by Penguin Random House SA.

Review by Pippa Naudé
The Great Dog Bottom Swap was shortlisted for The Roald Dahl Funny Prize, and is an offbeat tale 
that will entertain adults as much as it will children. The story is about a ball held for all of the 
dogs in the world. The dogs are asked to be on their best behaviour, and part of this requires 
that they leave their bottoms at the door. (Picture a cloakroom of little pink O’s hanging on the 
wall – adorable!) During the festivities, a fire breaks out and all of the dogs grab a bottom, any 
bottom, in their haste to run for safety. And this, explains the story, is why to this day dogs always 
sniff each other’s bottoms in greeting, to see if it might be their own bottom! 

The Great Balloon Hullaballoo 
by Peter Bently and Mei Matsuoka
Published by Penguin Random House SA.

Review by Kim Jansen
One aspect I absolutely loved of this book,
Is that upon a closer look,
You’ll find the text rhyming throughout,
‘Rousing good memories of great writing, no doubt. 

This is the type of rhythm and rhyme that will captivate every reader, young and old. Hooked 
from the first sentence, you and your little one will enjoy a few good chuckles as the story 
progresses. In search of cheese from the moon, Simon the Squirrel, Rodney the Racoon and 
Bethany Bear make their way through the Milky Way, stopping off at every planet to get the 
goodies on Simon’s mum’s shopping list.

With fun illustrations and quirky moments that will get your little one giggling, this playful 
story is a bit of space education without you even realising it, and perfect for a night-time picnic 
under the stars. 

The Great Sheep Shenanigans 
by Peter Bently and Mei Matsuoka
Published by Penguin Random House SA.

Review by Lauren Wheatley
From the creators of The Great Dog Bottom Swap, comes another delightfully hilarious story; this 
time about a wolf trying to steal a sheep for his supper. Lou Pine is a sneaky wolf, but despite his 
best efforts he cannot win, thanks to the huge ram, Rambo, guarding the herd. This is a story that 
will have you chuckling to yourself the whole way through. The painted artwork is also extremely 
entertaining. This is definitely one that both you and your little one will enjoy.
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Imaginative Play
This is a more open-ended idea – ask your child 
what costume or creation they would like to make 
with their box, and you will need to help 
them � gure out a way to make it. Fun ideas 
include making a car for them to ‘drive’, a 
boat, or an astronaut helmet and a rocket 
like in the picture. These can often be done with 
just scissors, masking tape and pens.

Get on TV
Why not turn a box 
into a pretend TV set? 
Turn the box upside-
down, trim o�  the 
bottom � aps, cut out 
a rectangle for the 
screen, and draw on 
some buttons with 
a Koki pen. You can even create little 
antennas using the cardboard cut-o� s, 
to stick on top of the TV. Now your child 
can pretend they are on TV by wearing the 
box over their head and acting out their 
favourite TV shows. And the best part is 
you can press the buttons to change the 
channel whenever you want them to do a 
di� erent show.

Games and activities for your tot don’t have to cost you a lot of money – here are four fun ideas that you can 
do with an old cardboard box, and which will cost you next to nothing!

CRAFT TIME:T O D D L E R

Get Creative with 
a Cardboard Box!

Games and activities for your tot don’t have to cost you a lot of money – here are four fun ideas that you can 

CRAFT TIME:

Get Creative with 
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Why not turn a box 
into a pretend TV set? 
Turn the box upside-
down, trim o�  the 
bottom � aps, cut out 
a rectangle for the 

This is a more open-ended idea – ask your child 
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with their box, and you will need to help 
them � gure out a way to make it. Fun ideas 
include making a car for them to ‘drive’, a include making a car for them to ‘drive’, a 
boat, or an astronaut helmet and a rocket 
like in the picture. These can often be done with 
just scissors, masking tape and pens.

Playing House
This also requires a really big box, 
and some of mom’s or dad’s help 
to create it. Turn your box upside 
down, so it has a ‘roof’, then mom 
or dad needs to cut out windows 
and a door. Now your toddler has a 
house to play in – we promise this 
will keep them occupied for hours!

Artist-in-a-box
If you have a fairly large box you can treat 
it as a 3D canvas for your child. Simply 
place your little one inside the box 
with some coloured pens and pencils 
and let them go wild. They will love 
being able to � ll up all of the ‘walls’ 
around them and the ‘� oor’ under 
them with their own doodles. And you 
don’t have to worry about your walls or 
table being drawn on!

Top tip: Remember to keep the scissors out of reach of your 
child, and make sure an adult does all of the cutting. If you are 
going to be using Koki pens, � nd a non-toxic brand.



Tumelo Angel Thai & her 

daughter Mohau Manaka

Nicolette Prince’shubby & baby

The Strydom Family

The Boessenkools - Marise, Wouter & little Juaart

Nicolette Prince’s

M A G I C  M O M E N T S

Here are our favourite MamaMagicSA Facebook fans’ photos of their family making special holiday memories.

If you’d like to enter our next Magic Moments competition, “like” our MamaMagicSA         page to be noti� ed of the details.  All featured 
photos receive two complimentary tickets to MamaMagic, The Baby Expo, and the winning photo also receives a R250 Baby City voucher. 

R E A D E R ’ S  P I C S  -  Family Holiday Fun
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Get Creative with 
a Cardboard Box!

Top tip: Remember to keep the scissors out of reach of your 
child, and make sure an adult does all of the cutting. If you are 
going to be using Koki pens, � nd a non-toxic brand.



F O R  D A D

 with Afro Daddy
We asked Terence Mentor – aka Afro Daddy – about his 
experiences with safe-care parenting and adoptive parenting. 
He reveals what it takes to be a dad, regardless of the 
circumstances that bring a baby into one’s life.
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You and your wife are modern-day 
superheroes (basically) – rescuing 
babies, and giving them a loving 
home until they can � nd their 
forever family! How did you discover 
your superhero tendencies?

Well, hold on a moment – we are 
far from superheroes! We’re just a 
couple who had the capacity, ability, 
and time to care for babies in the 
short term! It started way back when 
my wife (then still my girlfriend) was 
in her last year of varsity; one of her 
friends was a social worker who had 
mentioned how di�  cult it was to 
� nd short-term care for vulnerable 
children, especially last-minute. We 
decided that, with the help of our 
families, we could care for one child 
for one month during our vacation, 
which is exactly what we did!

One of the � rst questions that 
comes to mind is, “How?!” How did 
you manage to juggle caring for a 
baby with your ‘normal’ life? What 
support did you get in the process?

Before we decided to start being 
safe-care parents (after we were 
married), we made sure that we 
had both of our families on board. 
They helped us with advice and a 
lot of babysitting! We also received 
amazing support from many 
members of our church who helped 
us in many ways, not least of which 

was � nancially – without which we 
wouldn’t have been able to look after 
any child!

What were you feeling when the 
very � rst baby was brought to your 
home? Have these feelings changed 
with each new baby that comes to 
you, or is it still like that � rst time?

It was a mix of fear and excitement. 
Excitement, because there was this 
brand-new person who we would 
get to meet and love; and fear, 
because of all the ways I thought I 
would screw up. And fear at the idea 
of losing sleep. Those feelings didn’t 
dissipate with the di� erent babies! 

Having cared for 14 babies over the 
years, you must have become a bit 
of a pro. What is the most important 
piece of advice or the very best tip 
you have, which you would like to 
share with all the expecting and 
new dads who are reading this?

The best piece of the advice I can give 
new or expectant dads is that they 
are not going to be super-dads – at 

least not at � rst. You will put a nappy 
on the wrong way (usually at 2 AM). 
Your child will cry, no matter what 
you do. And you will get frustrated 
when you realise that this person 
who you love so much is unhappy 
and you can’t do anything about it. 

Admit this to yourself: it is 
perfectly reasonable to feel your 
blood boil after trying to get your 
screaming child to sleep after three 
hours. This means that you are 
human. Once you’ve accepted that, 
take a deep breath, and realise what 
an amazing gift that screaming child 
actually is. (If that still doesn’t work, 
go for walk.)

You and your wife decided to adopt 
one of the babies that came to your 
home. Tell us a little bit about that: 
what was di� erent for you this 
time? Was the adoption process 
relatively straightforward? Would 
you recommend adoption to other 
people out there – and if yes, why? 
When would you not recommend 
adoption to someone?

I think there were a couple of 
things that came together when we 
decided to adopt. Our work situation 
changed for the better and we were 
more mature as a couple. I can’t 
actually explain it – we just knew that 
this kid was supposed to � ll a hole in 
our family that we didn’t know was 
there!

“� e best piece of the 
advice I can give new 
or expectant dads is 

that they are not going 
to be super-dads – at 

least not at � rst.”
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relatively straightforward? Would 
you recommend adoption to other 
people out there – and if yes, why? 
When would you not recommend 
adoption to someone?

I think there were a couple of 
things that came together when we 
decided to adopt. Our work situation 
changed for the better and we were 
more mature as a couple. I can’t 
actually explain it – we just knew that 
this kid was supposed to � ll a hole in 
our family that we didn’t know was 
there!

“� e best piece of the 
advice I can give new 
or expectant dads is 

that they are not going 
to be super-dads – at 

least not at � rst.”
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Adoption isn’t for everyone, but is 
something that everyone should 
consider! Our adoption process was 
amazingly smooth, so expecting a 
di�  cult adoption process really isn’t 
a reason not to do it.

One thing I can say is that you 
should NOT adopt if you’re doing it 
to save a baby. One of our friends 
said it perfectly: “If you want to be a 
hero, buy a cape. If you want to be a 
parent, adopt.” Adoption is there to 
ful� l a need for the family, not the 
child – this is actually quite critical 
later on. My boy is going to know 
that he is this amazing gift to us and 
that WE were the lucky ones.

Quite a tough decision for parents 
who adopt is how and when to 
tell their child that he or she is 
adopted. Have you decided how 
and when you will tell your son?

Firstly, my son looks absolutely 
NOTHING like me (luckily for him!), 
so there won’t be any secrets in that 
regard. We want to tell him his full

story as soon as he can 
understand it, which is usually 
around about the time he 
asks us about it. Our social 
workers made it clear that 
they would NOT recommend 
us for adoption if we intended 
to hide our son’s story 
from him.

We agreed wholeheartedly, 
mainly because our boy’s story 
is exactly that: HIS story. It just 
wouldn’t be right for us to keep 
it from him.

You’ve had a second addition to 
your family, so you have a full 
house now. Do you think you and 
your wife will still continue to take 
in more babies?

We decided to stop safety-parenting 
for the time being. The whole point 
of us doing it originally was to give 
newborns and infants the best care 
we could give them. It wouldn’t 
make sense to give our children 
less than that.

If someone who has read this is 
interested in caring for babies in 
the way you have, what should 
they do?

Firstly, check out what kind of 
support you have. It’s not impossible 
to do it alone, but I can imagine it

must be di�  cult if you do! Secondly, 
� nd adoption agencies and ask 
them what their processes are. This 
usually involves some interviews, 
home visits, and police clearances. 

And for those who are considering 
adoption, what advice would you 
give them?

It’s hard! There’s no point in sugar-
coating it. Adoption can be a legal, 
� nancial and, most importantly, an 
emotional mine� eld. But that is all 
worth it for that moment when you 
hold the newest addition to your 
family in your arms.

Keeping that in mind, � nd an 
adoption agency with which you 
feel comfortable and go to any 
and all training days they might 
have. These are really important 
for cementing the concept in 
your head.

“It is perfectly 
reasonable to feel your 
blood boil a� er trying 
to get your screaming 

child to sleep a� er three 
hours. � is means that 

you are human.”

ABOUT AFRO DADDY
Terence Mentor is a Youtuber who is focused 
on o� ering support to parents – especially 
dads – in a way that’s non-judgemental and 
(hopefully) a little fun! He believes that no 
matter how you became a dad, your life will 
probably feel a bit like a rollercoaster – and he’s 
here to help!

CHECK HIM OUT VIA:
YouTube:
Search for AfroDaddy
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/AfroDaddyCT
Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/terencementor 



For many couples trying to start a family, having a baby on their own may end up becoming a 
distant dream. However, this may not be the end of their family aspirations, as adoption is a viable 
option in South Africa. There are so many children in the system that desperately need homes 
and families to call their own, but the sad thing is that the number of adoptions occurring in South 
Africa has dropped dramatically in recent years. It is so important that people become more open 
to the idea of adoption. 

By Lauren Wheatley
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The sad state of abandoned 
children in South Africa
It’s all too common to hear stories 
of newborn babies abandoned in 
sewerage pipes, in toilets, hospitals, 
and even in taxis. Rather than take their 
babies somewhere safe, women give 
birth and then travel far distances to 
leave them where they cannot be found 
by people the women know. Even older 
children are left this way. According 
to Health24, almost 400 babies were 
abandoned in Gauteng hospitals alone 
over the past three years. 

Dee Blackie is a strategic consultant 
who, back in 2011, was inspired to 
start the National Adoption Coalition 
South Africa. She has made the issue 
of child abandonment her primary 
focus and between 2013 and 2014 
she undertook the task of researching 
this massive social issue. Her fi eldwork 
involved many one-on-one interviews 
with pregnant women, new mothers, 
nurses, adoption social workers, baby 
home caregivers and even abandoned 
children themselves. What she found 
was a problem that runs so much 
deeper than just young girls making 
bad decisions: these are issues of a 
social, cultural and economic nature. 

More than just a culture 
of irresponsibility
Dee found that these women are in 
desperate situations – such as being 
victims of rape and being too ashamed 
to have it known; victims of rape by 
family members; women who have 

become pregnant from a previous 
relationship and whose boyfriends do 
not want to take care of the babies; 
prostitutes; women with HIV/AIDS; and 
young girls still in school. Instead of 
being supported and assisted, these 
women feel that they will be shamed 
and so they abandon their babies. 
However, many of these women 
believe that they will be able to come 
back for their children and that this 
abandonment is not permanent. This 
is hardly ever the case, as a very small 
percentage of these babies are found 
alive. It is crucial that young people are 
made aware that there are ways that 
they can safely give up their children 
for adoption and that they will be well 
taken care of. 

It is also important that South 
Africans understand that there are 
many children out there that are in 
need of loving homes. Adoption can 
save lives and is a rewarding way for 
people to become parents. 

The adoption process
Once you have decided that you would 
like to adopt a child, you will need to 
contact an accredited child protection 
organisation or adoption social worker. 
To fi nd reliable resources and contacts, 
you can visit the offi  cial national 
adoption website: www.adoption.org.za.
You will then have to go through a 
screening process with an adoption 
social worker. You need to be deemed 
fi t and proper to parent a child and 
be willing to undertake the necessary 
responsibilities that come with being 

a parent. A person can adopt if they:
are over the age of 18 years old;
properly assessed by a social 
worker;
do not have any sexual off ences 
against a child or children.

Note that you may adopt if you are 
either single or married. According to 
Dee Blackie, there are a couple of things 
that will work in your favour: “Loving, 
stable parents who have the desire to 
have a child of their own and those that 
are physically and emotionally stable 
and have a good support system.”    

From the time an enquiry is made, to 
the placement of a child, it can take as 
long as six to nine months. However, the 
placement of the child is not the fi nal 
step, as the legal process of adoption 
then needs to begin. For the adoption 
to be registered, the process can take 
about two years to complete, since 
there are currently many administrative 
delays in the system. Couples or 
individuals who didn’t pass the 
screening process initially are then able 
to re-apply once they have resolved any 
issues. For many applying to adopt, the 
screening process can also be a good 
way for them to fi nd out if adoption is 
really something that will work for their 
family and if they are in fact ready for 
the commitment. 
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Important contacts and information
Documents you will need for adoption:

Certified copies of IDs
Marriage certificate (if married)
Police clearance certificates
Form 30 (to prove that you are not on Part B of the National Child 
Protection Register)
Proof that you are financially able to provide for the needs of a child
References of people who can testify to your ability to parent
Medical report

For more information, www.adoption.org.za is your first place of reference and an 
absolute must for everything you need to get the process going. 

Tracy and Craig Hean
Tracy and Craig Hean are based in Johannesburg, South Africa and are the proud parents 
of two adopted children, a boy and a girl. The Heans always wanted a family and after 
trying various ways to fall pregnant, they decided that they would adopt. “We spent a 
lot of time discussing adoption with our social worker, Joan, and for her to also get to 
know us,” says Tracy. “We had a few formal processes to go through – affidavits, criminal 
certificates, psychological assessments, financial assessments... However, the beauty 
of the process is that we could move as slow or as fast as what suited us. I found the 
time getting to know our social worker was really beneficial in that we became more 
understanding of the process as well as giving us time to chat about our hopes and our 
fears. I also feel that we had a great match because of the time spent helping Joan get to 
know us as a family.” 

The Heans found the whole process to be a really rewarding experience. They do 
not see their children as anything other than their own. They advise adoptive parent 
applicants to get their criminal certificates done early as this can take a really long time, 
and to remain as open-minded as possible throughout the process of adoption.

Success stories
Lise-Marie and Renier Keyser
Lise-Marie and her husband Renier began trying for their first 
child when she was 26 years old, but after suffering a miscarriage, 
the couple decided to try fertility treatments. They went 
through this for four years with no success. Lise-Marie describes 
the moment they knew they would like to adopt: “One night 
we attended a rehearsal of a community production in Delmas 
(we work in musical theatre), and there were these two precious 
babies – twin girls only eight days old. Their mother had died in 
childbirth and their father, a farm labourer, couldn’t take care of 
them so they were being given up for adoption. Immediately we 
knew – we have to adopt!” The couple now have two children: 
Jenna, who they adopted when she was four months old, and 
Daniel, who was three months old at the time of the adoption.

The Keysers went through Christelike Maatskaplike Raad in 
Pretoria for the adoption process. They were first chosen to be 
adoptive parents, then matched to the children, and then went 
through the legal process of finalising everything. The children 
then got new birth certificates and ID numbers. 

Lise-Marie believes it is long overdue that people should be 
encouraged to adopt children. “It is so sad that abortion is widely 
advocated as the solution to a crisis pregnancy, while in contrast 
adoption brings life to everyone involved. Everywhere we go we 
encourage people to consider adoption – to become an adoptive 
parent is a privilege, and such a rewarding way to live.”

The Keysers have truly had a positive experience with adoption. 
“There is a misconception that adopted kids have issues – but we 
all have ‘issues’,” Lise-Marie says. “Remember, just as the idea of 
marriage is very different to the reality of sharing your life with one 
person, the idea of adoption is very different to taking that one child 
into your heart.”

Lise-Marie likes to encourage those who are considering 
adoption. “Our daughter is in Grade one now, and our son is almost 
four years old. It is unthinkable that we could have missed out on 
the current joyous richness of life that they bring to our family. If you 
have even the slightest whisper of a thought to possibly adopt, just 
go for it! You’ll figure it out along the way, like all parents do!”
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The Importance of Parenting Together

Clinical Psychologist Dr Colinda Linde looks at why it’s imperative that parents approach 
parenting as a united front, using consistency in their methods and appearing as a team 
when raising their children.
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UNITED WE STAND: 

Parenting has many challenges, 
along with the joy, and one of the 
most important topics that comes up 
around parenting is that of discipline 
and con� ict. What is the best method 
– what is most e� ective; what is the 
‘right way’ to parent and discipline; 
and what will children respond best 
to? More important than the ‘what’ is 
the ‘how’ – are the parents operating 
as a team or not? 

GOOD COP, BAD COP 
IS A NO-NO
Whenever communicating di�  cult 
topics to children – including the 
consequences of misbehaviour – it 
is important that parents maintain a 
united front. The younger your child is, 
the more important it is for spouses to 
be consistent with each other. This is true 
regardless of whether you are married, 
separated, divorced, or remarried.

Young children (those six and 
younger) are easily confused when one 
parent has di� erent rules from the other, 
or when one parent enforces rules and 
the other does not. At this age, children 
tend to see the world in absolute terms – 
think of cartoons and movies they watch 
at this age: there is an obvious ‘goodie’ 
and an obvious ‘baddie’. Young children 
have a hard time resolving discrepancies 
between two opposing views, so they 



can’t understand why Dad says one 
thing and Mom says something else. To 
them, there can be only one “right” way 
to do things. This is a problem when you 
and your spouse don’t present a united 
front, because you don’t want your child 
to see one of you as the right parent and 
the other as the wrong one. Over time, 
this will only undermine your child’s 
respect for the parent who is typically 
on the wrong side of things. It will make 
life a lot easier for your child if you 
work out your disagreements and keep 
them private.

Older children also 
need consistency
Seeing the world in such black-and-white 
terms gradually disappears between 
the ages of six and 11.  Once they have 
turned 11 or 12, children understand 
that people can disagree about things 
without either of them being wrong. 
They will usually attribute di� erences 

in their parents’ behavior to di� erences 
in their personalities or values. Instead 
of seeing one parent as right and the 
other as wrong, for example, children at 
this age will come to view one parent as 
strict and the other as lenient. This can 
create a new set of problems though– 
a tuned-in child will soon learn that it’s 
in their favour to approach the lenient 
parent � rst when asking permission for 
something, and even to play one parent 
against the other.

 By the time your child is a teen, they 
can understand di� erences in opinion 
with greater ease, but this is a time 
when they really do need consistency, 
with agreed upon consequences. As 
they are older, involving them – even 
getting them to come up with their own 
ideas for rewards or consequences for 
each behaviour – increases the chances 
of them ‘buying into’ the rules you are 
trying to establish.  

Establishing the 
ground rules
There are some basic ground rules to 
make your discipline methods more 
e� ective. First, if you and your spouse 
have di� erences of opinion over how 
to handle a particular disciplinary 
issue, the � rst step is to talk it through 
outside the hearing of your child – no 
matter what the age of your child. If 
your disagreement surfaces in front of 
your child, it complicates the situation 
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– especially if you disagree about what 
the response or discipline should be. It 
is okay to tell your child that you need 
to talk it over before making a � nal 
decision. This is less uncomfortable 
when neither of you has actually voiced 
an opinion yet, but even if one or both 
of you have, there’s no harm in saying 
that the two of you disagree and need 
to discuss things. This is demonstrating 
how to handle di� erences in opinion – a 
good life skill to model for your children. 

Most important: don’t try to work 
out your di� erence of opinion while 
your child is standing there waiting. You 
cannot predict what kind of discussion 
you will have with your partner – 
heated or calm, short and simple or 
complicated. If it’s a calm, short talk, it’s 
� ne to have in front of your child, but as 
you can’t be sure which way it will go, 
rather have the talk privately.  

Understanding your 
diff erences of opinion
When you and your spouse are having 
your discussion, try your best to � nd 
common ground and understand each 
other’s perspective on the issue. The 
principle of the matter is more important 
than the speci� cs. For example, if you do 
not like sleepover requests sprung on 
you (typically in front of the other child’s 
parents, who you possibly do not know), 
think about what the family ethic is. Are 
you a family who likes to be spontaneous 
or to think decisions through? Is one of 
you behaving more in accordance with 
this ethic or principle? If the other party 
isn’t, why not? 

This will help you see what the real 
issue is. For example, you may feel it’s ok 
for your child to sleep over on the � rst 
playdate, if you have been interacting a 
lot with the parents and other children in 
that family, in other contexts. In this way, 
the principle of “check that the parents 
have similar values” is being met. But if 
your partner wants to stick to a rule, e.g. 
no sleepovers until the third playdate, 
you could be in an awkward position. 
Rather address the principle, not the 
speci� c – in this case, you would both 
be operating from the same underlying 
principle, which would become 
clear if you discussed the decision 
calmly and trying to understand your 
partner’s view. 

Sometimes, one of you is simply too 
close to the details of the issue to look at 
it objectively. If you can’t � nd a solution 
that is acceptable to both of you, and if 
the decision doesn’t have to be made 
immediately, park the decision for a 
short while before you revisit it. Having 
had time to process things, you may � nd 
an agreement is easier. 

Agree to disagree
There will invariably be issues on which 
the two of you simply cannot agree, even 
after a thorough discussion. In these 
cases, you can consult with a trusted 
third party or you may have to “agree to 
disagree”, pick a solution closest to the 
principle you are trying to follow, and 
go with it. It’s one decision, and if you 
� nd you’ve made a mistake, you can 
always change your mind. It’s far better 
to not just agree with each other for the 
sake of peace, but to try to follow family 
principles in whatever way you can.

Give a little, get a little
When you and your spouse are both 
technically correct, but still don’t agree, 
you can usually reconcile hard-to-resolve 
disagreements by using one of the 
following: Is the issue more important 
to one of you than to the other? If you 
don’t care all that much, it makes no 
sense to insist on principle. There will 

be times when the situation is reversed 
and you’ll appreciate being given the 
same consideration when you feel more 
strongly than your spouse does. 

Secondly, you can always err on the 
side of caution. It is easier to live with 
a cautious decision than a more ‘risky’ 
one, and this is often the safer bet as far 
as your child is concerned. For example, 
if you want to relax your child’s curfew 
but your spouse does not, you should 
probably follow your spouse’s instinct.

Thirdly, who has more relevant 
expertise on the issue? If it’s a health, 
academic, or social issue, who is best 
equipped and experienced in this area? 

Fourth, who will be most a� ected? 
For example, if starting an additional 
sport means that one of the partners will 
need to drive around more or assist with 
practicing a skill, that person should 
have more say. 

Once you have worked things 
out with your spouse, it’s important 
that you support each other when 
communicating the verdict to your 
child, even if you disagree with the � nal 
decision. If your child is old enough 
to understand that two people can 
disagree and both be right, there’s no 
problem telling your child that the two of 
you disagree, but have made a decision 
on another basis (it is the safer option, 
it mattered much more to one parent 
than the other, it will make one parent’s 
life easier, and so on). This teaches your 
child important lessons about the need 
for compromise in healthy relationships. 

Supporting each 
other 100%
However, supporting each other means 
that even if you and your spouse don’t 
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to see one of you as the right parent and 
the other as the wrong one. Over time, 
this will only undermine your child’s 
respect for the parent who is typically 
on the wrong side of things. It will make 
life a lot easier for your child if you 
work out your disagreements and keep 
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Older children also 
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Seeing the world in such black-and-white 
terms gradually disappears between 
the ages of six and 11.  Once they have 
turned 11 or 12, children understand 
that people can disagree about things 
without either of them being wrong. 
They will usually attribute di� erences 

in their parents’ behavior to di� erences 
in their personalities or values. Instead 
of seeing one parent as right and the 
other as wrong, for example, children at 
this age will come to view one parent as 
strict and the other as lenient. This can 
create a new set of problems though– 
a tuned-in child will soon learn that it’s 
in their favour to approach the lenient 
parent � rst when asking permission for 
something, and even to play one parent 
against the other.

 By the time your child is a teen, they 
can understand di� erences in opinion 
with greater ease, but this is a time 
when they really do need consistency, 
with agreed upon consequences. As 
they are older, involving them – even 
getting them to come up with their own 
ideas for rewards or consequences for 
each behaviour – increases the chances 
of them ‘buying into’ the rules you are 
trying to establish.  

Establishing the 
ground rules
There are some basic ground rules to 
make your discipline methods more 
e� ective. First, if you and your spouse 
have di� erences of opinion over how 
to handle a particular disciplinary 
issue, the � rst step is to talk it through 
outside the hearing of your child – no 
matter what the age of your child. If 
your disagreement surfaces in front of 
your child, it complicates the situation 
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– especially if you disagree about what 
the response or discipline should be. It 
is okay to tell your child that you need 
to talk it over before making a � nal 
decision. This is less uncomfortable 
when neither of you has actually voiced 
an opinion yet, but even if one or both 
of you have, there’s no harm in saying 
that the two of you disagree and need 
to discuss things. This is demonstrating 
how to handle di� erences in opinion – a 
good life skill to model for your children. 

Most important: don’t try to work 
out your di� erence of opinion while 
your child is standing there waiting. You 
cannot predict what kind of discussion 
you will have with your partner – 
heated or calm, short and simple or 
complicated. If it’s a calm, short talk, it’s 
� ne to have in front of your child, but as 
you can’t be sure which way it will go, 
rather have the talk privately.  

Understanding your 
diff erences of opinion
When you and your spouse are having 
your discussion, try your best to � nd 
common ground and understand each 
other’s perspective on the issue. The 
principle of the matter is more important 
than the speci� cs. For example, if you do 
not like sleepover requests sprung on 
you (typically in front of the other child’s 
parents, who you possibly do not know), 
think about what the family ethic is. Are 
you a family who likes to be spontaneous 
or to think decisions through? Is one of 
you behaving more in accordance with 
this ethic or principle? If the other party 
isn’t, why not? 

This will help you see what the real 
issue is. For example, you may feel it’s ok 
for your child to sleep over on the � rst 
playdate, if you have been interacting a 
lot with the parents and other children in 
that family, in other contexts. In this way, 
the principle of “check that the parents 
have similar values” is being met. But if 
your partner wants to stick to a rule, e.g. 
no sleepovers until the third playdate, 
you could be in an awkward position. 
Rather address the principle, not the 
speci� c – in this case, you would both 
be operating from the same underlying 
principle, which would become 
clear if you discussed the decision 
calmly and trying to understand your 
partner’s view. 

Sometimes, one of you is simply too 
close to the details of the issue to look at 
it objectively. If you can’t � nd a solution 
that is acceptable to both of you, and if 
the decision doesn’t have to be made 
immediately, park the decision for a 
short while before you revisit it. Having 
had time to process things, you may � nd 
an agreement is easier. 

Agree to disagree
There will invariably be issues on which 
the two of you simply cannot agree, even 
after a thorough discussion. In these 
cases, you can consult with a trusted 
third party or you may have to “agree to 
disagree”, pick a solution closest to the 
principle you are trying to follow, and 
go with it. It’s one decision, and if you 
� nd you’ve made a mistake, you can 
always change your mind. It’s far better 
to not just agree with each other for the 
sake of peace, but to try to follow family 
principles in whatever way you can.

Give a little, get a little
When you and your spouse are both 
technically correct, but still don’t agree, 
you can usually reconcile hard-to-resolve 
disagreements by using one of the 
following: Is the issue more important 
to one of you than to the other? If you 
don’t care all that much, it makes no 
sense to insist on principle. There will 

be times when the situation is reversed 
and you’ll appreciate being given the 
same consideration when you feel more 
strongly than your spouse does. 

Secondly, you can always err on the 
side of caution. It is easier to live with 
a cautious decision than a more ‘risky’ 
one, and this is often the safer bet as far 
as your child is concerned. For example, 
if you want to relax your child’s curfew 
but your spouse does not, you should 
probably follow your spouse’s instinct.

Thirdly, who has more relevant 
expertise on the issue? If it’s a health, 
academic, or social issue, who is best 
equipped and experienced in this area? 

Fourth, who will be most a� ected? 
For example, if starting an additional 
sport means that one of the partners will 
need to drive around more or assist with 
practicing a skill, that person should 
have more say. 

Once you have worked things 
out with your spouse, it’s important 
that you support each other when 
communicating the verdict to your 
child, even if you disagree with the � nal 
decision. If your child is old enough 
to understand that two people can 
disagree and both be right, there’s no 
problem telling your child that the two of 
you disagree, but have made a decision 
on another basis (it is the safer option, 
it mattered much more to one parent 
than the other, it will make one parent’s 
life easier, and so on). This teaches your 
child important lessons about the need 
for compromise in healthy relationships. 

Supporting each 
other 100%
However, supporting each other means 
that even if you and your spouse don’t 

    Once you have 
worked things out 

with your spouse, it’s 
important that you 
support each other 

when communicating 
the verdict to your child, 
even if you disagree with 

the � nal decision.

It’s far better to not 
just agree with each other 
for the sake of peace, but 

to try to follow family 
principles in whatever 

way you can.



see eye to eye, you will not undermine 
either the decision or your spouse’s 
authority by helping your child to 
sneakily work around the policy, by 
winking at your child when you know 
he’s violated it, by deliberately failing 
to enforce it when your spouse is not 
around, or by suggesting to your child, 
implicitly or explicitly, that you are on 
his side but your spouse is not. This 
sort of sabotage happens frequently 
when separated or divorced parents 
are having trouble working out their 
di� erences amicably, but it happens 
in married households as well, usually 
when one parent is insecure in the 
parenting role and doesn’t want to risk 
making a child angry. 

These secret or unspoken alliances 
between a child and one parent are 
harmful, because they either undermine 

the authority of the other parent or 
make the child feel guilty for doing 
what he’s been explicitly told not to do. 
When they are younger, children may 
well favour the “nice” parent in these 
situations, but in the long run, most 
children will grow up appreciating the 
parent who behaved responsibly and 
have less respect for the parent who 
behaved more like a child/their friend 
than an adult or parent.

There should be no 
“versus” in parenting
If your child is angry at you because the 
decision you came to didn’t turn out 
the way he had hoped, and you were 
the insistent parent, don’t worry about 
it; this is normal. Just be aware that one 
parent is not habitually being forced 
into the role of the “bad guy”. If a child 

is always being told no and the blame 
is always placed on the same parent’s 
shoulders, he is bound to become 
resentful toward that parent.

When you and your spouse don’t 
agree, don’t get drawn into a power 
struggle over it. This is not a battle to 
see who’s the stronger, smarter, kinder, 
or better parent. The correct resolution 
to any disagreement you have with 
your spouse is the one that is best for 
your child, not the one that establishes 
one parent’s authority over the other’s. 
Parenting is not a competition.

The younger your 
child is, the more 

important it is for spouses 
to be consistent with 

each other.

F A M I LY



Apple and blueberry jam bars       Makes 12
You can use any berry jam of your choice for the � lling – although blueberry or raspberry jam are particularly delicious, 
as the slight tartness adds to the overall � avour. If not making your own jam (I prefer to make my own these days), invest 
in a really good quality store-bought version with visible whole pieces of fruit. It makes the world of di� erence.

Pastry
300g cake fl our

45g almond fl our

170g castor sugar

250g butter, chilled and cubed

fi nely grated zest of 1 orange

Preheat the oven to 180°C. Line a 23 x 23cm cake tin with baking paper.

To make the � lling, bring the apples, zest, juice and sugar to the boil in a small saucepan and simmer for 8 minutes, then 
leave to cool. 

In the meanwhile, add all the pastry ingredients to the bowl of a food processor and pulse until it forms a dough, but do 
not overmix.

When the apple mixture is cool, combine it with the berry jam.

Spread two thirds of the pastry over the base of the prepared cake tin. Lightly press down to compact it as you would 
shortbread. Spread the apple and jam mixture over the pastry, then evenly crumble or grate the remaining pastry on top 
of this. Scatter over the � aked almonds and bake for 45 minutes until golden-brown. To prevent over-browning, loosely 
cover the tin with aluminium foil if necessary, so check regularly.

Once completely cool, remove from the tin and cut into rectangular bars.

Filling
2 apples (any type), peeled and diced

peeled zest of 1 orange

juice of ½  orange

50g granulated white sugar

250g berry jam of your choice

50g fl aked almonds

       With all the holidays at this time of year, we think        it’s the perfect excuse to 
treat your family (and yourself!) to some tasty homemade sweet treats.

Easter Holiday Treats
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Hot cross buns are available year round, which makes me very happy, but 
somehow it feels as though this recipe is most appropriate around Easter. 
The chocolate melts into the custard making it more decadent and luxurious, 
while the orange zest adds a delicious flavour. Do use a very good quality dark 
chocolate with 70% cocoa solids.

Ingredients
500ml fresh cream

300ml milk

scraped seeds and pod of 1 vanilla bean (or 5ml vanilla extract)

4 whole free-range eggs

160g granulated white sugar

zest of 1 orange

a good splash (up to 60ml) of fine brandy (optional)

6–8 hot cross buns

50g dark chocolate (70% cocoa), chopped

icing sugar for dusting

In a large saucepan, bring the cream, milk and vanilla seeds and pod to the 
boil. (A large saucepan is necessary as things become quite bubbly later.) In 
the meanwhile, beat the eggs and sugar until pale and fluffy, and doubled       
in volume.

When the cream and milk mixture has just reached the boil, remove the pod 
and slowly add the egg mixture while whisking over a low heat. Continue 
to whisk for 10 minutes until it just starts to thicken into a custard. Add the 
orange zest and brandy, if using.

Cut the hot cross buns into 3 slices horizontally. Pour about half of the custard 
into a large baking dish (about 1.5L capacity). Place the bottom third bun 
slices into the base of the dish and dunk them under the custard, making 
sure they are well soaked. Sprinkle over the chocolate pieces. Then take the 
middle third slices of hot cross bun and tear them into chunks. (I find this a 
more effective way for the custard to absorb into the buns.) Pat these down on 
top of the chocolate. Pour over the rest of the custard, and arrange the upper 
thirds of the buns on top. Gently submerge them, but leave the tops visible 
on the surface.

Leave this to stand for at least 30 minutes so that the custard is absorbed into 
the buns. You could prepare this several hours in advance and keep it in the 
fridge until needed. Just bring it to room temperature before you bake.

Preheat the oven to 180°C. Place the baking dish into a baking tray with high 
sides and fill this with hot water to about halfway up the sides of the baking 
dish. This acts as a water bath or bain marie in which to bake the pudding, and 
is a better way to bake custard desserts.

Bake for 45–60 minutes, until the custard has set. If the top starts to over-
brown, loosely cover with a piece of aluminium foil about halfway through 
the baking time; it really depends on your oven. For most of my baking, I cover 
the tops, as I don’t like the look of over-browned food.

The pudding should be firm with a little wobble in the middle. Leave it to 
stand for 10–15 minutes before serving dusted with icing sugar.

F A M I LY

All recipes featured here are extracted 
from Sweet by Sam Linsell (Struik 
Lifestyle). Photographs: © Samantha 
Linsell 2015.

hot cross bun pudding with chocolate and orange                 serves 6–8
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The places to go and things to do suggested on these pages will be useful over the 
next few months, with all the family time the upcoming holidays will give you. Public 
holidays to look forward to are: Human Rights Day on 21 March, Good Friday on 
25 March, Easter Sunday on 27 March, Family Day on 28 March, Freedom Day on 
27 April and Workers’ Day on 01 May. And don’t forget Valentine’s Day on 
14 February!

Venues
Cool Runnings tobogganing is a popular adventure sport hitting 
the world right now. It’s the summer version of the thrilling winter 
sport, but on steel instead of snow. Ride the 1.25km of twisting steel 
half-pipe, and reach up to 40kph. You control the speed with a servo 
hand brake, so you can go as fast or slow as you like. These bob sleds 
on wheels are suitable for all ages – even 8-year-olds can go down 
alone, while kids under 8 sit in the double-seat with an adult. 
Where: Carl Cronje Drive, opposite the Bellville Velodrome, 
Tygervalley
When: Tuesday to Friday: 12h00 – 18h00. Saturday to Sunday: 09h00 – 
18h00. School & Public Holidays (including Mondays): 09h00 – 18h00.
Info: 021 949 4439 or visit www.coolrunnings.capetown

Le Bonheur Crocodile Farm is a registered breeder of the African 
Nile crocodile, and houses over 6000 crocs; 1000 of which are in open 
dams on view to the public. There are guided tours where visitors 
have an opportunity to touch and hold a baby croc and, during 
summer months, witness a feeding. Le Bonheur Crocodile Farm is an 
ideal family destination – you can pre-order a picnic basket, rent some 
fi shing rods, linger in the waterfront garden or at the café overlooking 
the irrigation dam, and let the kids play in the safe play areas. The 
venue can also host children’s parties and off ers various children’s 
party packages. 
Where: Babylonstoren Road, R45 Simondium, South Paarl
When: Monday to Sunday: 09h00 – 18h00
Info: 021 863 1142 or visit www.lebonheurcrocfarm.co.za

Sea Point Promenade – between Pavilion and Mouille point 
Lighthouse – is a lovely place for morning or afternoon walks. There 
are many small beaches to drop in to for a play in the sand or a splash 
in the waves, as well as jungle gyms and lawns along the promenade. 
The lovely little Blue Train off ers little train rides for young choo-choo 
lovers. For the slightly older kids, there’s putt-putt and a maze.  If the 
weather is hot you can grab an ice cream at Gelato’s, while Cafe Neo 
has good coff ee and La Vie has tasty pizzas.
Where: Beach Road, Sea Point

Workshops & Classes
Artjamming is the art of Paintertainment – a painting studio that 
encourages your imagination to run wild. Artjammers are provided 
with a menu of 12 diff erent size canvases, easels, a buff et of non-
toxic acrylic paints on tap, and brushes and tools to freely express 
themselves. No drawing or painting skills are required, but for those 

who would like a helping hand or some inspiration, there are qualifi ed 
artists at the studios to assist. Artjamming off ers holiday programmes, 
birthday parties, or individual sessions if you simply want to pop in 
and paint on your own, or with friends. 
V&A WATERFRONT 
Where: Shop M005 (Mezanine Level), Breakwater Blvd, 
V&A Waterfront
Info: 021 425 5050, waterfront@artjamming.co.za 
or visit www.artjamming.co.za
WILLOWBRIDGE SHOPPING CENTRE
Where: Willowbridge Shopping Centre, 39 Carl Cronje Dr., Tyger Valley
Info: 021 914 9224, info@artjamming.co.za 
or visit www.artjamming.co.za 

CityROCK indoor climbing gym is a fun way of exercising in a safe 
and vibrant environment. CityROCK off ers various climbing training 
courses for kids and adults alike, and caters for children’s birthday 
parties and corporate team-building events. 
Where: 21 Anson Road, Observatory
Info: 021 447 1326, capetown@cityrock.co.za 
or visit www.cityrock.co.za 

TOPTOTS Mother & Child Workshops are weekly classes for moms 
and their babies, using mind, music and movement to help stimulate 
your child’s development (8 weeks to 4 years old). The TOPTOTS 
programme has been endorsed by paediatricians, psychologists and 
occupational therapists. Free trial class off ered.
Where: Find a branch near you on their website
Info: 031 266 4910 (head offi  ce), enquiries@toptots.co.za 
or visit www.toptots.co.za   

y is for yoga off ers yoga classes to children from the age of 24 
months to 16 years old. Childhood is a time of vibrancy, creativity 
and natural curiosity – a perfect time for kids to explore how their 
bodies and minds function, and to learn how to nurture a calm and 
contented mind. The approach followed is to use the traditional yoga 
asana to create new (and strengthen existing) neural pathways in 
order to: build strong and fl exible bodies, teach relaxation techniques, 
improve focus and concentration, improve balance and coordination, 
increase body and spatial awareness, develop self-assuredness and 
confi dence, and help children cope with the stress of modern living.
Where: Wandel Street, Cape Town
Info: 073 423 9678 or visit www.yisforyoga.wordpress.com

!
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JOZI & PRETORIA

W H AT ’ S  O N

JoziKids is an online events directory.  Here are their top recommendations 
for young families in Joburg and Pretoria.  For more ideas, visit www.JoziKids.
co.za. Please note: Events and venue information is subject to change – please check online 
for the most up-to-date information.

EVENTS
MamaMagic, The Baby Expo is South 
Africa’s biggest and best parenting expo 
with everything you need under one 
roof, including exciting show specials, 
competitions and daily shows with 
Barney. Plus the Milestones Expert 
Lounge will be providing free educational 
talks daily on pregnancy and parenting, 
from a range of top SA experts.
Cost: Children under 10 enter free, adults 
for R80
Where: the Ticketpro Dome
When: 12 – 15 May from 
09h00 to 18h00
Info: www.mamamagic.co.za 

VENUES
Family Kitchen believe in making 
healthy nutrition a part of your lifestyle. 
They focus on your family’s needs, 
from infancy to adulthood. If you are 
looking for more information around 
breastfeeding, complimentary feeding, 
fussy eating, weight loss, school lunches, 
disease-specifi c nutritional advice, 
Discovery Vitality Nutrition Assessments 
or individual consultations, please 
contact them.
Where: 2 Hans Schoeman St., Randburg
When: Monday to Friday: 08h00 – 17h00. 
Saturday: 08h00 – 12h00.
Info: 084 767 4884, 
info@familykitchen.co.za 
or visit www.familykitchen.co.za

The Parks Farmers Market and 
Pizzeria is a family orientated restaurant 
that caters for children too. Sit amongst 
the trees while your kids enjoy the play 
gyms, sandpit and putt-putt course. Kids 
can also join the cooking class and pizza 
making. The weekend farmers market 
off ers a tasty variety of organic foods.
Where: 168 Kenmuir Rd., Nortons Home 
Estates, Benoni
When: Wednesday to Sunday from 09h00 
to 17h00
Info:  072 356 7816, 
bookings@theparksfarm.co.za 
or visit www.theparksfarm.co.za

Ri’stretto Al Fresco is where you go to 
sit, relax and enjoy “mangiare!” (to eat). 
The whole family is more than welcome, 
just like the good ol’ days at Mamma’s or 
Nonna’s house. The “bambini” (children) 
can play under watchful eyes in a safe 
environment. Kids can also make their 
own pizza.
Where:  Midrand and Morningside
When:  Monday to Saturday: 08h30 – 
21h00. Sunday and public holidays: 08h30 
– 16h30.
Info: 011 702 1234 or 011 783 1090, 
midrand@ristretto.co.za 
or visit morningside@ristretto.co.za

CLASSES & WORKSHOPS
Aquatots Fourways off er parent and 
child swimming lessons for babies, 
toddlers and kids. The parent-tot group 
approach develops the natural swimming 
ability of infants 0 – 36 months in a loving 
and fun-fi lled environment. 
Where: 49 Crawford Dr., Norscot 
Douglasdale
When: Monday to Saturday
Info: 011 465 1354, 
fourways@aquatots-swimprogram.com
or visit www.aquatots-swimprogram.com

Buzzeez workshops make children buzz 
with energy, excitement and confi dence. 
Workshops are great fun, and include 
dance choreography to original music. 
Kids are taught songs especially created 
for Buzz.
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Where: 64 7th Avenue, Parktown North
Info: 011 025 2525, info@buzzdrama.com 
or visit www.buzzdrama.com

MamaMagic Heart to Heart Pregnancy and Parenting 
Workshops offer pregnant parents and parents with children 3 
to 36 months a comfortable environment where they can learn, 
interact and share with other parents and our renowned team of 
experts. Each half day session will cover pertinent topics of interest 
to support you in your parenting journey. Our experts will answer 
questions, offer vital information and practical tips, while parents 
can share their experiences. 
Cost: R500 per ticket which includes a VIP 4 day pass to MamaMagic, 
The Baby Expo, goodie bag, refreshments, free parking, exclusive 
competitions and more…
Where: MamaMagic, The Baby Expo, TicketPro Dome, Joburg
When: 12 – 15 May 2016
Info: 011 465 8955 or visit www.mamamagic.co.za

The little wooden spoon kitchen – Creating a passion for cooking, 
stir by stir.  We specialise in cooking classes for children as young as 
3 years old. We focus on healthy eating and help kids to overcome 
fussy eating through taste, touch, play and gardening. We also do 
classes for teenagers, adults and training for domestic workers. Why 
not have a cooking party at our venue or a venue of your choice?
Cost: Starting from R150
Where: 51 Eleven St., Linden, Randburg
When: Friday, 10h00 – 11h30 (3 to 6 year olds) 
Info: 074 635 7023 or info@thewoodenspoonkitchen.com

TOPTOTS Mother & Child Workshops are weekly classes for 
moms and their babies, using mind, music and movement to 
help stimulate your child’s development (8 weeks to 4 years old). 
The TOPTOTS programme has been endorsed by paediatricians, 
psychologists and occupational therapists. Free trial class offered.
Where: Find a branch near you on their website
Info: 031 266 4910 (head office), enquiries@toptots.co.za 
or visit www.toptots.co.za   

we.can.talk introduces a simple baby sign language vocabulary 
that encourages early meaningful communication from as young as 
9 months old. Beginners’ kits available.
Where: All areas Gauteng
Info: Rejoice on 081 756 8865, rejoice@wecantalk.co.za 
or visit www.wecantalk.co.za

Yoga Warrior offers yoga classes for pregnancy, moms, moms and 
babes, playdates, and mom/dad and toddler. Join the fun at one of 
our many branches. 

Where: Rosebank, Melrose Arch, Parkhurst, Parktown North.
When:  Different times for the various classes
Info:  011 447 8524, 082 559 6713, info@yogawarrior.co.za 
or visit www.yogawarrior.co.za

SERVICES
Aupairs Exclusive specialises in the placement of au pairs, 
childminders, night nurses and domestic workers, and have been 
in business for 10 years. Placement options range from temporary 
to permanent, and long term and short term. All the candidates are 
interviewed and have references. Most candidates have completed 
the in-house basic childcare course and the basic sleep training 
course for night staff. 
Where: All over Gauteng (Johannesburg to Pretoria)
Info:  Marion Smith on 072 049 7891, marionsmith@telkomsa.net 
or visit www.aupairsexclusive.co.za 

Chameleon Studios is run by Melissa and Nicole, who provide 
professional photo shoots for families, schools, and corporates. 
They are passionate about photographing babies and children and 
love making the occasion a fun one for all. Apart from newborn 
and maternity shoots, they now offer birthing shoots (with the 
permission of the hospital).
Where: Bryanston, Johannesburg North
When: Monday to Friday: 08h00 to 17h00
Info: 083 263 6285, melissa@chameleonstudios.co.za, 
nicole@chameleonstudios.co.za 
or visit www.chameleonstudios.co.za

Genesis Clinic Private Maternity Hospital respects the right of 
every woman to make her own choices and be in control of her birth 
experience.  Genesis believes that while a healthy baby is the first 
priority of childbirth, it is not the only goal.  Birth can and should 
be an amazing experience.  Genesis is not only a private maternity 
hospital, but also offers a variety of classes, talks and workshops 
to educate and empower moms-to-be.  These include antenatal 
classes, hypnobirthing classes, labour and water birth workshops, 
pre-natal yoga, baby gym, breastfeeding courses, and CPR courses.  
They also host a moms and babes support group.
Where: 5 Northwold Drive, cnr Jan Smuts Avenue, Saxonwold
Info: 011 646 3923 or visit www.genesisclinic.co.za

Gentle Presence focuses on pregnant women before, during and 
after pregnancy. Services include doula, infant massage, as well as a 
forum relating to managing motherhood. 
Where: 136 17th Street, Orange Grove
When: 08h00 – 17h00
Info: 083 310 8162, annemarie@gentlepresence.co.za 
or visit www.gentlepresence.co.za
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DURBAN
KZNKids is an online events directory. Here are their top 
recommendations for young families in Durban. For more 
ideas, visit www.kznkids.co.za. Please note: Events and venue 
information is subject to change – please check online for the most up-to-
date information.

VENUES
Jump4Joy Trampoline Park is the first indoor trampoline park 
to open its doors in Waterfall, KwaZulu-Natal. They offer over 40 
interconnected trampolines, a foam pit, basketball slam dunk, and a 
dodgeball court.
Where: Waterfall, Hillcrest, Durban
When: Monday – Sunday
Info: 031 766 0104, info@j4j.co.za  or visit www.j4j.co.za

Willow Creek provides a superb and entertaining environment 
allowing children to touch and interact with animals. They boast a 
variety of exotic ducks and birds, as well as pony rides, farm-style 
breakfasts and light lunches at their café. There are also picnicking 
options with braai facilities.
Where: 3 Willow Way, Assagay, Durban
When: Tuesdays: 09h30 – 17h00. Saturday and Sunday: 
08h00 – 17h00.
Info: 031 768 1029, info@willowcreekfarm.co.za 
or visit www.willowcreek.co.za

CLASSES & WORKSHOPS
Aquatots Westville offer moms and babes swimming lessons as 
well as baby and toddler lessons. Their lessons are a stimulating and 
happy experience for everyone. Tuition is through the parents who 
accompany their infants in the water. The atmosphere is relaxed and 
friendly, and infants learn through songs, rhymes, and games.
Where: Westville, Durban
When: Weekly classes
Info: 031 266 7227, westville@aquatots-swimprogram.com 
or visit www.aquatots-swimprogram.com

Colleen Bootes School of Dance has Mommy-and-Me ballet 
classes that will leave you feeling fit and energetic. These are 
fabulously fun classes for you and your babe. They also offer classical 

ballet and hip-hop classes for older kids.
Where: 26 Phipson Road, Pietermaritzburg
When: Monday to Friday, afternoons only
Info: 072 241 5423 or bootefamily@mweb.co.za

Yay Yoga children’s classes are not the Zen-like experience as in an 
adult class; they are story-based and creative, with each class taking 
the children on a new fun-filled adventure. It is their time to be 
free in the space with no judgement. Not only does yoga enhance 
physical flexibility, but also refines balance and co-ordination, 
boosts self-esteem and confidence, strengthens the mind-body 
connection and develops focus and concentration.
Where: Winston Park
When: Wednesdays from 15h00 – 15h45
Info: 084 458 0804 or yayyoga1@gmail.com

SERVICES
Organic Birth is an all-encompassing centre for birth, birthing 
options and support. Organic Birth offers doula support for 
pregnancy, birth and postnatal motherhood – a shoulder when 
you need it most. They provide breastfeeding support, placenta 
encapsulation, pre-and postnatal massages, and information on 
women’s health. Organic Birth also offers holistic baby care classes 
for parents wanting to conceive and for those who are adopting.
Where: Greater Durban
When:  Open Daily
Info:  082 601 4108, melissa@organicbirth.co.za 
or visit www.organicbirth.co.za

Saskia Cronje Photography is run by a passionate photographer 
from the Netherlands, waiting to capture precious moments of 
pregnancy, newborn squeals and the growing family.
Where: All areas in KwaZulu-Natal
When: 7 days a week
Info: 072 637 6738, sas.ende@gmail.com 
or visit  www.saskiacronje.co.za
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Events
Kirkwood Wildsfees off ers a “Wild and Wonderful” experience this 
June. While the young are going wild at a children’s festival-within-a-
festival, treat your tastebuds to gourmet food and shop at over 350 
specialist stalls. The whole family will enjoy the Walk on the Wildside 
Experience and performances by the Zip Zap circus and SA’s top 
musicians.  
Cost: Adults R120, children R60 (7-17). Weekend pass: Adults R300, 
children R150 (7-17). 
When: 24 – 26 June
Info: www.wildsfees.co.za

Morgan Bay Footprints Festival is back. You can expect a craft 
market, live music, kids’ activities, trail and MTB races, open days at 
the Morganville Motorcycle Museum, evening entertainment, birding 
walks, games drives, art exhibitions and much, much more.
Where: Morgan Bay
When: 03 – 05 June
Info: 043 841 1598, footprints@morganbay.co.za 
or visit www.footprintsfestival.com 

Venues
Van Stadens River Mouth Resort is a hidden gem situated about 
40 minutes’ drive from Port Elizabeth Airport/CBD and 20 minutes 
from Baywest Mall. Take a long walk and enjoy the bird life, or 
the tranquil solitude of the beach, or go fi shing. It is also an ideal 
spot for a picnic or braai, with a children’s play area. There are two 
trampolines, and pedal boats, sand boards and canoes can be hired. 
Remember to take your fi shing rod, camera, binoculars, gazebo or 
umbrella, and most importantly, your braai grid.
Cost: R30 per person for a day pass (off  peak season), children under 
5 are free. Accommodation options are also available.
Where: Van Stadens Road, Blue Horizon Bay, Van Stadens
When: 07h00 – 18h00 
Info: 041 776 1059, theresort@telkomsa.net 
or visit www.vanstadens. com

Holmeleigh Farmyard is an animal touch farm and kids’ party 
venue, only 20 minutes from the centre of Port Elizabeth. It is a 
paradise for children and adults alike with kids’ activities like feeding 
the animals, milking the cows, playing with the bunnies, and riding 
horses or the tractor. Parents can relax in the beautiful garden and 
enjoy a refreshing cup of tea or coff ee and indulge in one of the many 
fresh farm bakes while the children play on the playground and have 
fun on the jumping castle. There is also a gift shop.

Where: Grey Dawn Road, Kragga Kamma 
When: Tuesday to Sunday: 09h00 – 16h30. 
Public Holidays: 09h00 – 16h30. Monday: Closed, 
except during school holidays.
Info: 041 379 2901, info@holmeleighfarmyard.co.za 
or visit www.holmeleighfarmyard.co.za 

Isango Gate was built in the early 1900s, and the residence has since 
been transformed into a sophisticated, elegantly styled boutique 
hotel. The Isango Gate Spa off ers a range of pampering treatments, 
including prenatal massage for all moms-to-be.
Where: 23 Bournemouth Street, Summerstrand
Info: 041 811 2225, guestrelations@isangogate.co.za 
or visit www.isangogate.co.za  

Raggy Charters is the only licensed boat-based whale and dolphin 
watching company running out of Port Elizabeth, which allows you to 
get as close as 50 metres to these beautiful animals. They off er whale 
watching cruises during the whale watching season (generally June 
until December), as well as Penguin Island cruises (to St Croix Island, 
home to the largest breeding colony of the endangered African 
penguin in the world), dolphin watching cruises, beachfront cruises, 
Bird Island cruises, Pelagic birding cruises, and fi shing charters. 
Proceeds from the cruises go towards furthering marine conservation 
in the Eastern Cape.
Cost: From R450
Where: Lower Valley Road, Port Elizabeth Harbour
Info: 073 152 2277, info@raggycharters.co.za 
or visit www.raggycharters.co.za 

Seaview Predator Park is a privately owned 120-hectare animal 
park overlooking the sea, just west of Port Elizabeth. Self-drive 
through the park in your own vehicle (4X4 vehicles not needed) and 
you’re bound to see giraff e, zebra or buck, as well as lions, tigers, 
and many other wild animals. Seaview Predator Park promotes 
conservation by rehabilitating wild animals and birds, which are 
housed in the sanctuary area. Enjoy a light meal or refreshments at 
the hilltop restaurant or make use of the self-catering braai and picnic 
area. The lions are fed every Sunday at 12 noon, for public viewing.
Cost: Adults: R70, children: R30, children under 2: free
Where: Lower Seaview Road, Colleen Glen 
When: Daily, 09h00 – 17h00 
Info: 041 378 1702, info@seaviewpredatorpark.co.za 
or visit www.seaviewpredatorpark.co.za
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KZNKids is an online events directory. Here are their top 
recommendations for young families in Durban. For more 
ideas, visit www.kznkids.co.za. Please note: Events and venue 
information is subject to change – please check online for the most up-to-
date information.

VENUES
Jump4Joy Trampoline Park is the first indoor trampoline park 
to open its doors in Waterfall, KwaZulu-Natal. They offer over 40 
interconnected trampolines, a foam pit, basketball slam dunk, and a 
dodgeball court.
Where: Waterfall, Hillcrest, Durban
When: Monday – Sunday
Info: 031 766 0104, info@j4j.co.za  or visit www.j4j.co.za

Willow Creek provides a superb and entertaining environment 
allowing children to touch and interact with animals. They boast a 
variety of exotic ducks and birds, as well as pony rides, farm-style 
breakfasts and light lunches at their café. There are also picnicking 
options with braai facilities.
Where: 3 Willow Way, Assagay, Durban
When: Tuesdays: 09h30 – 17h00. Saturday and Sunday: 
08h00 – 17h00.
Info: 031 768 1029, info@willowcreekfarm.co.za 
or visit www.willowcreek.co.za

CLASSES & WORKSHOPS
Aquatots Westville offer moms and babes swimming lessons as 
well as baby and toddler lessons. Their lessons are a stimulating and 
happy experience for everyone. Tuition is through the parents who 
accompany their infants in the water. The atmosphere is relaxed and 
friendly, and infants learn through songs, rhymes, and games.
Where: Westville, Durban
When: Weekly classes
Info: 031 266 7227, westville@aquatots-swimprogram.com 
or visit www.aquatots-swimprogram.com

Colleen Bootes School of Dance has Mommy-and-Me ballet 
classes that will leave you feeling fit and energetic. These are 
fabulously fun classes for you and your babe. They also offer classical 

ballet and hip-hop classes for older kids.
Where: 26 Phipson Road, Pietermaritzburg
When: Monday to Friday, afternoons only
Info: 072 241 5423 or bootefamily@mweb.co.za

Yay Yoga children’s classes are not the Zen-like experience as in an 
adult class; they are story-based and creative, with each class taking 
the children on a new fun-filled adventure. It is their time to be 
free in the space with no judgement. Not only does yoga enhance 
physical flexibility, but also refines balance and co-ordination, 
boosts self-esteem and confidence, strengthens the mind-body 
connection and develops focus and concentration.
Where: Winston Park
When: Wednesdays from 15h00 – 15h45
Info: 084 458 0804 or yayyoga1@gmail.com

SERVICES
Organic Birth is an all-encompassing centre for birth, birthing 
options and support. Organic Birth offers doula support for 
pregnancy, birth and postnatal motherhood – a shoulder when 
you need it most. They provide breastfeeding support, placenta 
encapsulation, pre-and postnatal massages, and information on 
women’s health. Organic Birth also offers holistic baby care classes 
for parents wanting to conceive and for those who are adopting.
Where: Greater Durban
When:  Open Daily
Info:  082 601 4108, melissa@organicbirth.co.za 
or visit www.organicbirth.co.za

Saskia Cronje Photography is run by a passionate photographer 
from the Netherlands, waiting to capture precious moments of 
pregnancy, newborn squeals and the growing family.
Where: All areas in KwaZulu-Natal
When: 7 days a week
Info: 072 637 6738, sas.ende@gmail.com 
or visit  www.saskiacronje.co.za
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Events
Kirkwood Wildsfees off ers a “Wild and Wonderful” experience this 
June. While the young are going wild at a children’s festival-within-a-
festival, treat your tastebuds to gourmet food and shop at over 350 
specialist stalls. The whole family will enjoy the Walk on the Wildside 
Experience and performances by the Zip Zap circus and SA’s top 
musicians.  
Cost: Adults R120, children R60 (7-17). Weekend pass: Adults R300, 
children R150 (7-17). 
When: 24 – 26 June
Info: www.wildsfees.co.za

Morgan Bay Footprints Festival is back. You can expect a craft 
market, live music, kids’ activities, trail and MTB races, open days at 
the Morganville Motorcycle Museum, evening entertainment, birding 
walks, games drives, art exhibitions and much, much more.
Where: Morgan Bay
When: 03 – 05 June
Info: 043 841 1598, footprints@morganbay.co.za 
or visit www.footprintsfestival.com 

Venues
Van Stadens River Mouth Resort is a hidden gem situated about 
40 minutes’ drive from Port Elizabeth Airport/CBD and 20 minutes 
from Baywest Mall. Take a long walk and enjoy the bird life, or 
the tranquil solitude of the beach, or go fi shing. It is also an ideal 
spot for a picnic or braai, with a children’s play area. There are two 
trampolines, and pedal boats, sand boards and canoes can be hired. 
Remember to take your fi shing rod, camera, binoculars, gazebo or 
umbrella, and most importantly, your braai grid.
Cost: R30 per person for a day pass (off  peak season), children under 
5 are free. Accommodation options are also available.
Where: Van Stadens Road, Blue Horizon Bay, Van Stadens
When: 07h00 – 18h00 
Info: 041 776 1059, theresort@telkomsa.net 
or visit www.vanstadens. com

Holmeleigh Farmyard is an animal touch farm and kids’ party 
venue, only 20 minutes from the centre of Port Elizabeth. It is a 
paradise for children and adults alike with kids’ activities like feeding 
the animals, milking the cows, playing with the bunnies, and riding 
horses or the tractor. Parents can relax in the beautiful garden and 
enjoy a refreshing cup of tea or coff ee and indulge in one of the many 
fresh farm bakes while the children play on the playground and have 
fun on the jumping castle. There is also a gift shop.

Where: Grey Dawn Road, Kragga Kamma 
When: Tuesday to Sunday: 09h00 – 16h30. 
Public Holidays: 09h00 – 16h30. Monday: Closed, 
except during school holidays.
Info: 041 379 2901, info@holmeleighfarmyard.co.za 
or visit www.holmeleighfarmyard.co.za 

Isango Gate was built in the early 1900s, and the residence has since 
been transformed into a sophisticated, elegantly styled boutique 
hotel. The Isango Gate Spa off ers a range of pampering treatments, 
including prenatal massage for all moms-to-be.
Where: 23 Bournemouth Street, Summerstrand
Info: 041 811 2225, guestrelations@isangogate.co.za 
or visit www.isangogate.co.za  

Raggy Charters is the only licensed boat-based whale and dolphin 
watching company running out of Port Elizabeth, which allows you to 
get as close as 50 metres to these beautiful animals. They off er whale 
watching cruises during the whale watching season (generally June 
until December), as well as Penguin Island cruises (to St Croix Island, 
home to the largest breeding colony of the endangered African 
penguin in the world), dolphin watching cruises, beachfront cruises, 
Bird Island cruises, Pelagic birding cruises, and fi shing charters. 
Proceeds from the cruises go towards furthering marine conservation 
in the Eastern Cape.
Cost: From R450
Where: Lower Valley Road, Port Elizabeth Harbour
Info: 073 152 2277, info@raggycharters.co.za 
or visit www.raggycharters.co.za 

Seaview Predator Park is a privately owned 120-hectare animal 
park overlooking the sea, just west of Port Elizabeth. Self-drive 
through the park in your own vehicle (4X4 vehicles not needed) and 
you’re bound to see giraff e, zebra or buck, as well as lions, tigers, 
and many other wild animals. Seaview Predator Park promotes 
conservation by rehabilitating wild animals and birds, which are 
housed in the sanctuary area. Enjoy a light meal or refreshments at 
the hilltop restaurant or make use of the self-catering braai and picnic 
area. The lions are fed every Sunday at 12 noon, for public viewing.
Cost: Adults: R70, children: R30, children under 2: free
Where: Lower Seaview Road, Colleen Glen 
When: Daily, 09h00 – 17h00 
Info: 041 378 1702, info@seaviewpredatorpark.co.za 
or visit www.seaviewpredatorpark.co.za
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About the author
Thando Msomi has a seven-year-old son and is currently expecting her second child. 
She is also the creator of modernzulumom.com, a contemporary blog where she 
encourages “modern mothers to engage in real, meaningful conversations about our 
children, our cultures and traditions, our careers, our relationships, our bodies and 
our finances.”  You can also find Thando on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter using the 
handle @ModernZuluMom. 

B L O G

Does it matter?
Two months before my 22nd birthday, 
I become a mom to my now seven-
year-old son. Although I was well 
aware that I was at the younger end 
of the parenting spectrum, I never 
imagined that I would be a victim 
of years of criticism and judgement 
about it from complete strangers. 
Over the years, I’ve caught myself 
becoming defensive and justifying 
how I had the “right” to be mom to my 
son – because I had my degree, I had a 
career, I had this and that – for people 
to take me seriously as a mother. 
Meanwhile, the reality is that none of 
these things have anything to do with 
being a competent parent.

Judged harshly
I have lost count of the number of 
times I have been told that I “look” 
too young to be my son’s mom, and 
I’ve had plenty of giggles when I see 
people trying to work out my age 
whenever my son says “mommy” in 
public, and how their eyes quickly 
scan my left hand in search of a ring. 

These experiences have led me to 
question why we fall into the trap of 
measuring ourselves against other 
mothers. Age 20 is apparently too 
young to become a parent, and 45 
is too old (older moms have it hard 
too). From the time any woman falls 
pregnant, there are challenges – from 
endless prayers for a healthy baby, to 
the overwhelming feelings of dealing 

with a newborn and providing for 
your child. There are so many things 
a new mother worries about. So why 
should we burden them with yet 
another worry, because we assume 
they aren’t qualified to be a proper 
mother based on their age? 

Looking back, I realise I judged 
myself just as harshly as those 
strangers did, and I have had many 
days of overcompensating for my 
alleged inadequacies. There were 
times when I, too, questioned my 
ability to be “good enough” like the 
regular-aged moms. 

I am the mother
My journey as a young mom has been 
empowering and, given the chance, 
I wouldn’t change it for anything. 
As I enter a new chapter of a settled 
family life, I can do so armed with 
the lessons from the first chapter of 
my journey. I have had to overcome 
many hardships to get to where I am 
today, but so has every other mother, 
or father for that matter – whether 
younger, older, single, widowed, 
divorced, adoptive, etc. We have 
all been given the blessing to be 
nurturers and caregivers. 

The greatest lesson I have learnt 
is to never compare myself with any 
other mother, I am equipped and 
capable, just as I am and so are you – 
no matter what your background and 
circumstances are!

Nothing But a
Having had her baby at a relatively early age, Thando Msomi experienced criticism and judgement 
as a young mother. Coming to terms with her role as caregiver and provider, she has advice for 
those who experience parenting ageism.
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Baby City, South Africa’s leading baby hyper, 

has everything that you and your baby will ever  

need. An extensive range of quality branded  

baby products, all at everyday low pricing!  A  

super range, complemented by a caring team.

Sure to bring a sparkle to anybody’s eye!

Mom’s mouth, 
Dad’s nose
...and eyes that sparkle!
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Gauteng
Benmore 011 883 9574
Blackheath 011 476 9797
Craighall 011 442 2920/30
Fourways 011 465 0454
Woodmead 011 802 8290/1
Kensington   011  615 2304/22
Alberton        011 907 4906
Northgate      011 794 8560
East Rand     011 823 2356

Kwazulu-Natal
Springfield      031 263 0196
Umhlanga 031 566 1893/920
Westville 031 265 0135/6
PMB 033 342 8801/4
Hillcrest 031 765 4900/12/13
Free State   
Bloemfontein 051 430 2522/05
Limpopo
Polokwane 015 296 0710/2/4

West Rand   011 475 0751/2
Vanderbijlpark  016 985 1027/8/9
Mall@Carnival  011 915 0330/4/5
Pretoria 
Centurion   012 653 2361
Faerie Glen   012 991 2277
Zambezi   012 548 5065/2689
Mpumalanga 
Nelspruit   013 752 4360/1/2
North West 
Klerksdorp   018 462 0930/2/7

Western Cape
Cape Town 021 419 6040
Bellville   021 914 1444/5
Tokai 021 701 0804
Tableview  021 557 7532
Sable Square 021 528 7570/1 
Somerset West 021 851 2140 
Eastern Cape   
Port Elizabeth 041 368 3342
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Hillcrest now open!



Trade Enquiries: Bambino International (Pty) Ltd 
031 205 8309 • www.bambino.co.za  

With new Side Protection 
System (SPS) technology.

Energy Absorbing
EPS Foam

6 position adjustable headrest

5-point Safety 
Harness System

Belt Adjuster

Seat Belt Guide 

4 Position Recline
Adjustable ISOFIX 

connectors

 
Side Protection 
System (SPS)

With new 

“Elite”ISOFIX
±1yr - 12yrs (9 - 36kgs)

Allows direct connection to the car’s 

ISOFIX anchorage points with 

Red/Green indication. Adjustable ISOFIX 

connectors for connecting higher 

anchoring points in different vehicles 

The new “EliteISOFIX” with superior Side Protection System. Side collisions account for 20% 
of child car crash fatalities. The EPS foamed energy management cushions absorb the force of 

impact in a side collision, making our “Elite” seats 25% safer.

Energy Absorbing
EPS Foam
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